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LmoN I

GRADE-PREPARATORY A

Subjects of this Lesson.: GENERAL THEORY , TECHNIC , EAR TRAINING
GENERAL

THEORY

'The Piano Keyboard
Sound is the result of vibration. When an object
of metal, wood or other substance is caused to vibrate,
these vibrations are conveyed to the ear, and are heard
as sound.
Musical sounds, called tones, are the result of regular
vibrations. Irregular vibrations produce unmusical
sounds, or noise.

Vibrations may be produced in many ways. The
vibrations of a drum are made by a blow from the drumstick. The vibrations of a bell are made by the blow of
the clapper. Piano strings are set in vibration by the
stroke of hammers, operated by the keys of the instrument.
The strings of a piano are very short at the right, and
are longer towards the left. The short strings vibrate
rapidly and cause high tones. The long strings vibrate
more slowly, giving out the lower tones.
The piano keys may be played with different degrees of
force, producing soft or loud tones, as the hammers strike

the strings lightly or heavily. The full name of the
piano-pianoforte-means just that, namely, "soft-loud."
The piano keyboard consists of white and black keys.
There are fifty-two white keys and thirty-six black keys
on all modern pianos, making a total of eighty-eight.
The black keys are arranged in groups of twos and threes,
alternately.
THE MUSIC ALPHABET
The keys are named from the first seven letters of the
English alphabet, A B C D E F G, which form the
Music Alphabet. These letters are repeated, in the
same order, throughout the entire number of fifty-two
white keys. (See Illustration 1.)
UP AND DOWN, OR HIGHER AND LOWER
When we play the piano keys to the right, we call
it playing "up," or higher. When we play the keys
to the left, we call it playing "down," or lower.

Illustration 1-The Piano Keyboard, Showing the Location of Middle C

PITCH

MIDDLE C

Pitch is the word used to define the location of tones,
as to whether they are high or low.

The C nearest the center of the keyboard is called
Middle C. It is shown in Illustration 1 by an arrow.

NAMES OF THE WHITE KEYS

NAMES OF THE BLACK KEYS

The letter names of the white keys are easily learned,
if the arrangement of the black keys into groups of twos
and threes is carefully observed.

The blac~ ~eys ta~e their names from the white ~eys
nearest them.

C is the white key to the left of every group of two
black keys, and E is the white key to the right of the
group, while D is the white key between C and E. (See
Illustration 2.)

Illustration 2

The Two-Black-Key Group, With Adjoining White Keys

It will readily be seen that every black key is at the
right of one white key, and at the left of another white
key.
The black key to the right of C sounds higher than
C; in other words, there is a difference in pitch. When
we wish to play a tone higher than C, and not as high
as D, we use the black key to the right of C. This is
called Csharp.
Also, when we wish to play a tone lower in pitch
than D, and not as low as C, we use the black key to
the left of D. This black key is then called D-flat.
It will be seen that every blac~ ~ey may be called either
a sharp or a fiat.

F is the white key to the left of every group of three
black keys, and B is the white key to the right of the
group. There are two white keys, G and A, between
F and B. (See Illustration 3.)

The two black keys, Csharp (or D-flat) and D-sharp
(or E-flat), constitute the group of two black keys
throughout the entire keyboard. (See Illustration 4.)
In like manner, the group of three black keys will be
found to consist of F-sharp (or G-flat), G-sharp (or A-flat)
and A-sharp (or &flat). (See Illustration 4.)

Illustration 3

The Three-Black-Key Group, With Adjoining White Keys

Illustration 4

Names of the Blade Key1

TECHNIC

'Ihe Playing eA.pparatus
('This iubja:c is mumW in Uuon 2.)

Technic is a term used to describe all that belongs to
the mechanical side of the arts. In piano playing it
relates particularly to the training of the Playing
Apparatus.
The playing apparatus consists, especially, of the
fingers, hands and arms, which are the parts of the body
directly used in playing the piano. The knuckles, wrists,
elbows and shoulders are the joints from which movements are made by this playing apparatus, and so may
he included in it.
In the training of the playing apparatus, there are
three fundamental principles to be considered: Condition, Position and Action.

Dlustration 5

Position ac the Piano

CONDITION
The condition of the body, arms, hands and fingers
must be easy and relaxed. There should be natural
freedom, without stiffness or tension.

POSITION
Before considering the position of the playing apparatus, it is necessary to take into account the general

position at the piano, and the proper adjustment of the
seat. A stool, bench or chair may be used. If a
bench or chair of the proper height can be obtained, it
is preferable to a stool, as it is more solid and gives better
support. The height should be such that when the
fingers rest on the keys, there will be a horizontal line
along the forearm to the knuckles. (See Illustration 5.)
Since there must be freedom of action of the playing
apparatus, the seat must not be too near the keyboard;
and yet it should not be so far away that bending forward will be necessary.
All unnecessary movements of the body should be
avoided, such as swaying forward and back, shrugging
the shoulders, and shaking, tossing, or bending the head.
The body should be erect, but free from tension or
stiffness. The upper arm should be moderately near
but not tight to the side, without projection of the

elbow. The forearm, when the fingers rest on the keys,
forms, as already mentioned, a horizontal line from the
elbow to the hand. The fingers should be curved, giving
an arched position to the hand. This is called the
Normal Position of the hand.
There are three joints to each finger, namely, the tip
joint, the middle joint and the knuckle joint.
In order to form the proper arch of the hand, all
joints should be bent to form a curve with the knuckles
slightly raised. The fingers should rest lightly on the
fleshy tips, and the finger-nails should be closely trimmed.
The thumb also forms a curve but on account of its
position, the curve is a horizontal one. The second joint
of the thumb should be well extended from the hand.
(See Illustration 6.)
IUustration 6

Normal Position of the Hand and F'10gen

ACTION
There are three different kinds of action of the playing apparatus to be considered, Finger Action, Hand
Action and Arm Action.

the motion is from the knuckle joint, as though the
finger were swinging from a hinge at that point; the
other joints (tip and middle) remain curved. The thumb
retains its curved position, and moves up and down from
the third joint, near the wrist. (See Jllustration 7.)

FINGER ACTION
HAND AND ARM ACTION

Finger Action involves the use of the fingers from the
knuckle joints. When the finger moves up and down,
1"US1ration 7 -Fingtt Action

In Hand Action, the entire hand moves from the
wrist joint; and in Arm Action, we use the arm from
the elbow, or the entire arm from the shoulder joint.
THE FINGERS NUMBERED
The fingers are numbered from one to five, the thumb
being one, the forefinger two, etc.

Parallel and Contrary Motion
Playing with both hands, in the same direction, either
up or down the keyboard, is called playing in Parallel

Motion; playing with both hands in opposite directions
is called playing in Contrary Motion.

Locating Keys by the Sense of 'Touch
The groups of black keys are raised, and so are easily
found by the sense of touch. We have already learned
the names of these black keys, and of the white keys next
to them; therefore, by just touching the black keys,
we can at once find any keys we want, without looking
at the keyboard. In reading music, the eyes are occupied
chiefly with the printed page, so it is necessary to culti-

vate this sense of touch, and to have a vivid mental
picture of the keyboard.
In the Exercise division of this Course, special exercises
are provided with this object in view; these lead directly
into Sight Reading, the practice of playing music from
the printed page at first sight and without hesitation.

EAR TRAINING
Pitch
When you listen to music, whether sung or played, your sense of hearing tells you that some tones are high and others low; in other
words, as we have already learned, that they are different in Pitch.

In the study of music, the hearing is of the utmost importance. Therefore, cultivate the habit of listening. The songs of birds, the
hum of insects, the ringing of bells, and the whistle of locomotives, all give an opportunity for observing pitch, whether high or low.

period.]

The following directions are for the teacher, and the work is to be conducted at the weekly les.!Oo
[ It may also be conducted at other times by any member of the family who has some knowledge of music.

1. Play any tone on the piano-middle C, for example-while the pupil is looking away from the piano. Let
him first reproduce the tone with his voice, and then let him find it on the keyboard. Do this with a number of keys,
until he can readily sing the tones you play, and afterwards find them on the keyboard.

2. Train the pupil to sense differences in pitch, as you sound different tones at the keyboard, having him state
which are higher and which lower. Ask him to listen, while you play a scale, ascending and descending, and thus
train him to recognize "up" and "down."

SHERWOOD Music ScHOOL CouRsEs -
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GRADE PREPARATORY A

'Test on Lesson 1
GENERAL THEORY
1. What are tones?
5 __ __ Ans.

Musical sounds produced by regular vibrations.

2. Describe the piano keyboard.
5 ____

Ans. 'The row of fifty•two white

~eys

and thirty·six

blac~ ~eys,

the

b!ac~ ~eys

being arranged in groups of

twos and threes alternately.

3. Name the letters of the music alphabet.
J ____ Ans.

ABCDEFG

4. What is pitch?
5 ____

Ans. 'The location of a tone, whether high or low.

5. Name the three white keys adjoining the group of two black keys.
J __ __ Ans.

CDE

6. Name the four white keys adjoining the group of three black keys.
4 ____

Ans. FGAB

7. Which C on the piano is called middle C?
4 ____

Ans . 'The one nearest the center of the

~eyboard.

8. From what do the black keys take their names?
J ____ Ans.

From the white

~eys

next to them .

9. Give both names of each of the two black keys in the two·black·key group.
4 ____

Ans. C# or DI>, DI! or El>.

10. Give both names of each of the three black keys in the three·black·key group.
6 ____ Ans.

F# or GI>, GI! or Al>, A# or Bl>.

TECHNIC
11. What is the playing apparatus?
7 ____ Ans. Parts of the body (fingers, hands and arms) used in playing the piano.

12. To what does technic in piano·playing relate?
5 ____ Ans.

'To the training of the playing apparatus.

13. What should be the general condition of the playing apparatus?
5 ____

Ans. Easy and relaxed .

SHERWOOD M usic ScttOOL CouRsES-
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Lesson 1

TECHN!C-Continued
14. What should be the position of the stool when playing as regards
6 _ ___

(a) height?

Ans. So that the forearm is about horiwnta!.

(b) distance from the piano?

Ans.

Far enough away to give freedom of action , near enough to

aooid bending forward.
15. What is the normal position of

the~er;s?

Ans.

Erect.

(b) the upper arm?

Ans.

Near the side.

(a)

IO ----

(c) the forearm?

Ans.

Horiwmal from elbow to hand.

(d) the hand?

Ans.

Arched.

(e) the fingers?

Ans. Curved, resting on ttps.

16. What is the action of

8 -- - -

(a) the fingers?

Ans.

They move from the ~uc~le joint .

(b) the hand7

Ans.

It moves from the wrist joint.

(c) the forearm?

Ans. It moves from the elbow.

(d) the entire arm?

Ans.

It moves from the shoulder joint.

17. How are the fingers numbered?
5 __

Ans.

From one to five as follows: Thumb, one; Forefinger, two; Middle Finger, three; Ring Fmger, four,
and Little Finger, five.

18. What is meant by parallel motion?
3 _ _ _ Ans.

Playmg with both hands moving in the same directwn on the ~eyboard , up or doum.

19. What is meant by contrary motion?
3 _ _ _ _ Ans.

Playmg with hands movmg in opposite directions.

20. How are the keys easily located without looking at the keyboard?
Ans . By the sense of touch, in connection with their relation to the blac~ ~ey groups.

EAR TRAINING
2 - - - - 21.

Pitch.

100 ____ Total.

Pupil's Name . _
Pupil's Address __ _
Pup1l'sClassN,p. ___ _
'Teacher's Name __
Test on l..e8500 l - Page 2
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GRADE-PREPARATORY A

Subjects of this Lesson: GENERAL THEORY ' TEcHNrc ' EAR TRAINING
GENERAL

THEORY

Half Steps and Whole Steps
In Lesson I, GENERAL THEORY, you learned the meaning of the word pitch, and that some tones are higher,
and some lower, in pitch, than others.
The difference, in pitch, between any key, black or
white, and the key nearest to it, up or down, is a
Half Step. The entire keyboard is a succession of half
steps. (See Illustration I.}

Let us play every key, in order, from C to the next
C above. Each tone is a half step higher than the one
before it. The difference in pitch between C and Csharp (or D-flat) is a half step; the difference in pitch
between Csharp (or D-flat) and D is a half step; and
so on. (See Illustration I.}

two white ~eys, B and C. In a!! other places, the difference in pitch between two white ~eys, next to one
another, is two half steps, or one Whole Step, because
of the blac~ ~ey between them.

For example, from C to C-sharp is a half step, and
from C-sharp to D is a half step. So, from C to D is a
whole step - these two half steps put together. (See
11lustration 1.}
Illustration l

Half Steps on the Keyboard

In counting these half steps, from any C to the next
C, either up or down, we find there are twelve half
steps. (See 11lustration 1.)
'The difference, in pitch, between the two white ~eys,
E and F, is only one half step. 'The same is true of the

Intervals
('Thi& subject fa resumed in U uon 22,

The difference, in pitch, between one tone and another, is always called an Interval, whether it is one half

step or many half steps.
We name intervals, according to the number of letternames in the interval, counting from one to the other.

HAllMONY.)

SECONDS
From any letter-name of the music alphabet to the

next, is an interval of a Second. C to D is an interval
of a second, because we count C as I, and D as 2. (See
Illustration 2.)

Wusttation 2
Interval of a Second

~

Play every A-C third on the keyboard, listening to
the sound, as before.
These two kinds of thirds, containing four and three
half steps, respectively, we will call, for the present,
Large and Small thirds. (See Illustration 5.)
Dlustration'
Large and Small Thirds

1-2

A Second

THIRDS
From any letter-name of the music alphabet to the next
but one, is an interval of a Third, as C to E. (C is 1, D

is 2 and Eis 3.) (See Illustration 3.)
Play together any C and the E nearest to it on the
right (a third). Count the half steps, and you will find
that there are four. (See Illustration 3.)
Illustration 3

Thirds on WfUte Keys

IIllr!
L_!__J

ummm
..________,

'--------'
Small Thud

Large Third

If you play thirds on the white keys only (which will
always be two white keys, with one white key between
them), you will find that there are seven different thirds
altogether, with C, D, E, F, G, A and B for the lower
notes.

Three of these are large thirds, C-E, F-A and G-B.
The other four are small thirds, D-F, E-G, A-C and

B-D.

A Third

Play every C-E third on the keyboard, listening carefully to the sound.
Now play together any A and the C nearest to it on
the right. This is also a third (A B C), hut when you
count the half steps, you will find that there are only
three. (See Illustration 4.)

FIFTHS
Place the fingers of the right hand over the keys,
C D E F G; then play together C and G. This is
an interval of a Fifth, because it extends over five letters

of the music alphabet. It contains seven half steps. (See
Illustration 6.)

Dlustration 4

Thirds on White Keyt

Dlustration 6
Interval of a Fifth
Seven Hatt Steps

An octave always includes eight letter•names, as
C D E F G A B C. This interval is, therefore, an in·
terval of an eighth. The word, octave, means eight.

Play every such C-G fifth on the entire keyboard.
Play all the F-C fifths on the keyboard.
Play all the G-D fifths on the keyboard.

Look at illustration 7, and count the half steps in the
octaves. There are twelve.

OCTAVES
An Octave is the difference in pitch between any key
and the nearest key of the same name, either up or down.

Play all the C-C octaves on the keyboard.

Dlustration

7

Octav"
~ .......... ~ ...............Twelve

................ Twelve Half Sleps.

Halt Steps .... .

IImm1IlJlill!
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

81

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Octave

Chords
A Chord is a combination of tones having a definite
pitch relation to each other.

You have played together the tones of the third, C-E
(see Jllustration 3), and you have also played together
the tones of the fifth, C-G (see Jllustration 6). Now
play them both at once, and you have C-E- G, a three•
toned Chord, called the Chord of C, or the Chord on
C, because it is built upon C as a foundation. (See
Jllustration 8.)
A similar chord, with a third and a fifth, may be
played with any other tone as a foundation. Whether
the third is a large or a small one, will make an important
difference in the character of the chord.

Further study of chord construction is taken up in
Lesson 35,

HARMONY

Illustration 8

Chord on C

mw
I

3

Chot4 en C

S

TECHNIC

'The Playing cApparatus
('This ,ubj«t is contim~d Jrom Unon 1, and is rtsuimd in U:sson 3.)

FINGER CONTROL
In playing the piano, the fingers must move more or
less independently of each other. The object of exer•
cises is, primarily, to gain control of that motion. The
fingers must be taught to obey, like good, obedient soldiers.
The first task is to gain the ability to make each finger
move steadily up and down, without interference on the
part of the other fingers. The downward action must be
as steady and controlled as the upward action.

TABLE EXERCISES
Independence of finger action can be aided by means
of a few simple exercises upon a flat surface; say, a table
of convenient height. The attention may then be given
entirely to the mechanical effort. Table exercises for
various purposes will assist in the work of acquiring a
good technic in its earlier stages. Work of this nature is
provided in the Exercise division of this Course.

EAR TRAINING
Dynamics

Time· Values

Rhythm

DYNAMICS

Tones may be loud or soft; also they may grow gradually louder or gradually softer. Dynamics is the word used
when speaking of the loudness or softness of tones.
TIME-VALUES

Tones also differ from one another in duration, that is, in the length of time each one sounds. Some tones may
be short, others long. These different durations of tones are called the Time-Values of tones.
RHYTHM

There is, also, a forward motion, or flow of pulsations or beats; and at regular intervals one beat has a special
emphasis. We say such beats are accented. This forward motion in music, with accents at regular intervals, is called
Rhythm. The sound of the wheels of the train in which you may be traveling, will give you a good idea of rhythm.
A very simple rhythm (of 1-2, 1- 2, etc.) is heard in the ticking of a clock.

1. Have the pupil play the thirds, C-E and C-E flat . Try to induce him to describe the difference in sound.
If he does not recognize any difference, point it out to him, explaining that one is a large third and the other a small
third. Try other similar combinations, such as F- A and F-A-flat; G-B and G-B-flat. Encourage the pupil to play
these thirds, himself, even though he may do it awkwardly; tell him to listen, attentively, to their characteristic sound.

2. As the pupil has studied fifths in this lesson, have him play many different fifths on the keyboard, and listen tc
them, so that he may recognize the sound of a fifth.
3. Chords having been introduced to the pupil, have him try to play the simple chords of C, F and G, and
listen to their sound. Have him locate the Csharp-G-sharp fifth, and induce him to try some middle tones, which
will fill out the chord. If he plays E-sharp, change it to E, and have him try to describe the difference in sound. Try
this, also, on the F-sharp-Csharp fifth.
4. Play a melody for the pupil, utilizing tones of different time-value, and so train him to become conscious
of these differences. Introduce some accents, to cultivate his observation of them.
0

LESSON 2-PACB 4

SHERWOOD M usic SCHOOL CouRsEs-P1ANO
GRADE PREPARA TORY A

'Test on Lesson 2
GENERAL THEORY
1. What is a half step?
4 ____ Ans.

'The difference, in pitch, between any ~ey, blac~ or white, and the ~ey nearest to it, up or down.

2. How many half steps are there from any letter-name to the next letter of the same name (for instance
from C to C) either up or down?
5 ____ Ans. 'Twelve half steps .

3. Where are there half steps without using any black keys?

6 ____ Am. From E to F and from B to C.
4. What is a whole step?
4 ____ Ans.

'Two adjoining half steps put together.

5. What is an interval?
5 - - · · Ans. 'The difference, in pitch, between one tone and another .

6. What is a second?
4 ---- Ans.

'The interval from any letter-name to the next.

7. What is a third?
4 ____ Ans.

'The interval from any letter-name to the next but one.

8. How many half steps in
(a) a large third?

Ans. Four.

(b) a small third?

Ans. 'Three .

9. Over how many letters does an interval of a fifth extend?
4 __ __ Ans.

Five .

10. How many half steps does the fifth from D to A contain?
4 ____ Ans. Seven.

11. What is an octave?
4 ____ Ans.

'The difference, in pitch, between any ~ey and the nearest ~ey of the same letter-name, either up or down.

12. Over how many letters does t he interval of an octave extend?
4 __ __ Ans.

Eight.

13. How many half steps does the octave from G to G contain?
4 __ __ Ans.

'Twelve.

SHERWOOD Music ScHOOL CouRsES-

Test on Lesson 2

PIANO

GENERAL THEORY-Continued.
14. What does the word octave mean?
Ans. Eight.

15. How many tones sounded together, may form a chord?
6 _ _ _ _ Ans.

'Three.

16. What tones form a three•toned chord built upon C?
s ____ Ans. CE G.

TECHNJC
17. What is the purpose of technical exercises?
Ans. 'To give control of the fingers, so that they can be made to move independently.

18. Of what special value are table exercises?
____ Ans. The entire attention may be given to the physical or mechanical. effort.

EAR TRAINING
5 ____ 19. Dynamics.
5 ____

20. Time Values

s __ __ 21. Rhythm.
100 ____ Total.
Pupil's ]\[ame __
Pupil's Address __
Pupil's Class ]\[o.
Tencher.s]\[ame

Test on Lesson 2- Page 2
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Subjects of this Lesson:

LmoN 3

EAR TRAINING
GENERAL THEORY

GENERAL THEORY • TEcHNIC '

Scales
('This subject is mumed in Lesson 12.)

A Scale is a series of tones, ascending or descending,

and progressing according to a definite plan or system.
The word scale comes from a Latin word meaning ladder.
A scale played up, is called an ascending scale. A scale
played down, is called a descending scale.
The tones of a scale are called Degrees. The manner
in which these degrees have been arranged in the different
periods of musical progress, has given rise to various
kinds of scales. These scales have differed widely in
the arrangement of tones, but the octave has been
recognized in all of them.
At the present time, there ar~ two classes of scales
in general use, the Chromatic and the Diatonic.
THE CHROMATIC SCALE
The Chromatic Scale is a scale which proceeds by
haH steps. Its intervals are, therefore, the same at all
points of the scale, regardless of the tone on which the
scale begins.
THE DIATONIC SCALE
The Diatonic Scale is a scale which proceeds by half
steps and whole steps. All the tones of the diatonic
scale bear a very important and intimate relation to the
first tone, which is called the Keytone, Keynote, or
Tonic.
There are two kinds, or Modes, of diatonic scales,
the Major Mode and the Minor Mode.
The term, major mode of the diatonic scale, is usually

shortened to the term, Major Scale. The minor mode is
similarly called the Minor Scale.
THE MAJOR ScALE
Let us number the white keys included in the octave
from middle C to the next C above, C being the first,
D the second, and so on.
There are eight of these keys. So we may say that
there are eight tones, or degrees, in this octave, the
eighth degree, C, being, of course, a repetition of the
first, an octave higher.
Beginning with middle C as the first degree, let us
examine the arrangement of these degrees, with regard
to the whole and half steps. (See Lesson 2, GENERAL
THEORY.)
The interval G-D is a whole step.
(From the first to the second degree.)
The interval D-E is a whole step.
(From the second to the third degree.)
The interval E- F is a half step.
(From the third to the fourth degree.)
The interval F-G is a whole step.
(From the fourth to the fifth degree.)
The interval G-A is a whole step.
(From the fifth to the sixth degree.)
The interval A- B is a whole step.
(From the sixth to the seventh degree.)
The interval B--C is a half step.
(From the seventh to the eighth degree.)

It is thus seen that half steps occur only between the
third and fourth degrees, and between the seventh and
eighth degrees.
This arrangement of the whole and half steps, between
any key and its octave above, or below, constitutes what

we call the Major Scale.
A Major Scale, then, is a scale in which half steps
occur between the third and fourth degrees, and between
the seventh and eighth degrees, the other intervals being
whole steps.

scale from any key, and the scale takes its name from that
key. For instance, the scale of G major starts on G, the
scale of B major starts on B, etc.
The G Major &ale

Let us form the Scale of G major. Starting with G,
and numbering the eight degrees in the octave as before,
and arranging the whole and half steps as in the scale
of C major, we find that the scale of G major is G A
BCD E F·sharp G. (See Jllustration 2.)
Illustration 2

'The C Major Scale

The G Major Scale

The scale from C to C, arranged as above, is called
the Scale of C Major, the C Major Scale, or merely
the C Scale, or the Scale of C. (See Illustration 1.)
Illustration I

The C Major Scale

JEmf!
1

2

3 ..._.. 4

Hair Step

5

6

7

8

H~ep

BUILDING MAJOR SCALES FROM ALL KEYS

By arranging the whole and half steps in the same
order as in the scale of C major, you can build any major

We see, at once, that half steps occur between B and
C, the third and fourth degrees, and between F sharp
and G, the seventh and eighth degrees. Observe tha
the seventh degree of the scale, in this instance, must b
F-sharp instead of F, in order that there may be a who
step between the sixth and seventh degrees, and a half ste
between the seventh and eighth degrees. (See Jllustra
tion2.)
The subject of Scales is continued in Lesson 12.

'Ionic Sol-1a Syllables
In singing, the eight degrees of any major scale are
sometimes indicated by certain syllables, called Tonic
Sol·Fa syllables. Tonic means the first degree of the
scale, and Sol and Fa refer to the two degrees of the scale
next in importance, the fifth and the fourth.

In modern use, the fifth degree is called Sob, and the
fourth degree Fah, instead of Sol and Fa.
The series of syllables, with their corresponding de·
grees, is as follows:

In the C Major Scale:
Scale ..
c D E F G A B
Syllables. .. Doh Ray Me Fah Soh Lah Te
2
3
5
6
Degrees ... 1
4
7

c
Doh

8

In the G Major Scale:
A
B
c D E F·sharp G
Scale ...
G
Syllables.... Doh Ray Me Fah Soh Lah Te Do
3
5
6
8
Degrees .... 1
2
4
7

T EC H NIC

'The P laying cApparatus
('This 5ubject i5 continued from Lesson 2, and is resumed in U:uon 4.)

RELAXATION AND TENSION
Relaxation means a loosening of the muscles, and
Tension means a tightening of the muscles.
Some control of the muscles is necessary in order to
maintain the position of the fingers, but there should
always be a feeling of elasticity and yielding of the muscles. The wrist should have a feeling of lightness and
freedom; it must not hold back, nor prevent the free
motion of the hand or fingers in any direction, As stated
in Lesson 1, TECHNIC, there must be a free and relaxed
condition of the playing apparatus, in order to proceed
satisfactorily with any practice at the keyboard.
WEIGHT AND MUSCULAR IMPULSE
The fundamental elements by means of which tone

may be produced on the piano, may be said to consist of
Weight and Muscular Impulse.
By weight, is meant the weight of the entire playing
apparatus, which must be in a relaxed condition. This
weight must be felt, or sensed, through the finger tips
resting upon the keys .
By muscular impulse we mean the use of conscious
effort or energy.
Generally, these two elements, weight and muscular
impulse, are combined.
The most important point, at present, is that the mind,
as well as the playing apparatus, must be in a natural,
free and relaxed condition, when practicing. No extraordinary strength is required. You do not have to force,
push or pound. Let relaxation and weight form the basis
of your keyboard activity, adding only a minimum of
muscular impulse or effort.

Legato and Staccato
(This subject is munu:d in Les.son 8.)

Tones may be smoothly connected, or they may be
separated so that there is a moment of silence between
them.
When the tones are so connected that one continues

until the next one begins, we call the playing Legato.
When the tones are separated, or detached, we call the
playing Staccato. (See Lesson 8, GENERAL THEORY.)
HOW TO PLAY LEGATO
In order to play legato, each tone must sound until
the next one begins, and the finger must rest upon the
key with enough weight to hold it down until the moment another key is pressed down with another finger.
The action of the fingers, in playing legato, can be
compared to the action of the feet, in walking. In walking, the weight is transferred from one foot to another.
So, in playing legato, the fingers walk, so to speak, from
one key to another, as you transfer the weight from one
finger to the next. This method of practice will produce
well-connected tones, and a singing melody.

HOW TO PLAY STACCAT O
In staccato, there must be no resting upon the key
after it is down; it must be free to rebound the instant
the sound is produced. When the keys rebound immediately, there will be a series of short sounds separated
from each other by silences. This is called staccato
playing. The crispness of the staccato depends upon
the rapidity with which the keys are allowed to come
back to their natural positions. If legato be compared
to walking, staccato may be compared to skipping.
LEGATO AND STACCATO CONTRASTED
The fundamental difference, therefore, between legato
and staccato playing, is that in legato the finger rests
upon the key after it is down, and continues to rest
until the moment of pressing down another key; while,
in staccato, the finger must not rest upon the key after
it is down, but the key must be allowed to return, at
once, to its normal position.

E AR TR A IN ING
S cale-forming by Ear

Tonic Sol-Fa

CharacteristiC> o f Melody

In Lesson 2, EAR TRAINING, you made some experiments in combining tones, and saw how they are put together
to make chords. You have also learned that tones may be loud or soft. In this Lesson, you have learned about ill
orderly succession of tones, in scales.

ToNtc Soc-FA
1. Have the pupil sing the scale of C, one octave, up and down. He may sing the Tonic Sol-Fa syllables,•

follows:
Scale Degrees...
1
2
4
5
6
Syllables .................... ........... ........ Doh Ray Me Fah Soh Lah

7

8

7

'Te Doh 'Te

6

5

4

2

1

Lah Soh Fah Me Ray Doh

2. Play the scale of D for the pupil, and ask him to sing it, using the same syllables. Explain that the syllabkl
given him for singing the scale, stand for scale degrees, and may be used equally well, starting on any tone as Dolt
ScALE·FORMING

BY

EAR

Have the pupil go to the piano, and try to play the scale of D, guided only by his ear. He will observe that i
is necessary to use certain black keys, to play the scale correctly.
CHARACTERISTICS OP MELODY

1. Pia y a short melody, such as the following:

~

mf

: JJ

r r· vfr
1

PS

~

Rob;n Adair

IF·P·a· 1v· I

A sk the pupil to observe the comparative duration, loudness, and pitch of the tones; for example :
Duration-First measure, all tones equal. Second measure, first tone longer, second tone shorter.

Third measure,

very short tones preceding the longer tones. Fourth measure, very long tone.
Loudness-Beginning medium loud, and getting gradually louder; then, at third measure, soft.
Pitch-

First six tones rising a step at a time. Third measure dropping down to pitch of first tone again. Skips in

this measure.

2. Play a familiar tune (melody only) with strong accents, "Yankee Doodle," for instance. Count aloud, accent
ing the first beat of the measure slightly, and make crescendos and diminuendos. T rain the pupil to observe the tittx
values, dynamics, accents, rhythm, and the difference in sound between legato and staccato playing.

~

>

Yankee Doodl1

J J3 1J J Jj IJ J J 3 IJ J IJ JJJ I J J JJI Jj JJ 1J J II
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T'est on Lesson 3
GENERAL THEORY
1. What is a scale?
8 ____ Ans. A series of tones, ascending or descending, and progressing according

to

a definite plan or system.

2. What are degrees?
4 ____ Ans.

'The tones of a scale.

3. What is a chromatic scale?
s ____ Ans. One which proceeds by half steps.

4. What is a diatonic scale?
5 ____ Ans. One which proceeds by half steps and whole steps.
5. What are the kinds, or modes, of diatonic scales?
4 ____ Ans. Major and minor.

6. What is a major scale?
8 ____ Ans. One in which half steps occur between the third and fourth degrees, and between the seventh and eighth
degrees, the other intervals being whole steps.

7. Form the G major scale, indicating t he degrees, letters and Tonic Sol-Fa syllables.
9 ____ Ans. D egrees

Letters
Syllables

C

D

E

~

G

D oh Ray M e Fah

Soh

Lah

'Te

Doh

G

A

B

8. What letters form the half steps in the scale of G major?
6 ____ Ans.

B to C and F# to G.

TECHN IC
9. What is meant by relaxation?
5 ____ Ans.

Loosening of the muscles.

10. What is meant by tension?
s _.. _ Ans. 'Tightening of the muscles.

11. What is meant by weight in piano playing?
5 ___ • Ans.

'The weight of the entire playing apparatus felt through the finger-tips, resting on the

12. What is meant by muscular impulse?
5 ____ Ans. 'The use of conscious effort or energy.

~eys.

SHERWOOD Music ScttOOL CouRsES-

~~
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13. In what condition must the playing apparatus be, when beginning to practice?
Ans. It must be in a free and relaxed condition.
14. How is legato played?

Ans. The finger rests upon the ~ey with enough weight to hold
dount with another finger.

1t

doum until the moment another ~ey is pres

15. How is staccato played?
Am.

The finger must not rest upo11 the
before the next ~ey is srruc~.

~ey,

but the

~ey

must be allowed to retu.rn at once to It s normal pos:ti

EAR TRAINING
16. Tome Sol-Fa.
17. &ale-forming by ear.
18. Characteristics of melody.
100

Total.
Pupil's Addu:ss
Pupil's Class N.o.
7"eacheT's Name
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GRADE-PREPARATORY A

Subjects of this Lesson:

GENERAL THEORY , TECHNIC , EAR TRAINING
GENERAL THEORY

Cf{otation
('ThU 1ubj«t i1· continued from Ltsson 4, and b rc1umtd in UuOTt 6.)

STAFF (ContinU<d f<om usson 4)

In Lesson 4, GENERAL THEORY, you learned the names
cf ihe lines of the treble and bass staves and of the spaces
between them. These lines and spaces with their names
ue shown all together in Illustration 1.

The space directly below E, the first line of the treble
staff, is D. (See Illustration 3.)
Illustration3

D, the Space Directly &!ow B

Illustration 1

Namea of the Li.nes and Spaces of the
Treble and Bass Staves

The space directly above A, the fifth line of the bass
staff, is B. (See Illustration 4.)
Illustration4

B, the Space Directly Above A

We shall now learn the names of the spaces imme'
diately above and below these staves.

The space directly above F, the fifth line of the treble
d, is G. (See Illustration 2.)
Dlustration2

G, the Space Directly Above F.

The space directly below G, the first line of the bass
staff, is F. (See Illustration 5.)
Dlustration 5
F, the Space Directly Below G

Illusttation6

Names of the Lines and Spaces of the Treble and Bass Staves, Including Middle C,
and the Spaces Above and Below Each Staft

l!

-c-

Middle
B

F

6

B

B

µ

c(

B

s

B

F

G

-C-

F

You now know the names of all the lines and spaces,
from F in the space below the bass staff, to Gin the space
above the treble staff. (See Illustration 6.)

the bass staff, and it is then known as the first added Im

above the bass staff. (See Illustration 8.)
Illustrations

Middle C, the Fust Added Line Above the Bass Staff

ADDED (LEGER) LINES
There are many more tones in music than can be indi·
cated on these twenty•three lines and spaces of the staff.
We, therefore, have to add more lines, above and below,
for the higher and lower tones.
It was the necessity for this that caused the early
writers to use staves of as many as twenty•five lines.
However, so many lines were confusing; therefore the
plan was adopted of adding short lines, above or below,
when needed for particularly high or low sounds.

9·

-c-

You have learned that the space above F, the fifth !in
of the treble staff, is called G.
Let us now add a short line above G. This first addt;
line above the treble staff is called A. (See Illustration 9

These are called Added Lines, or Leger Lines. The
word, leger, comes from a French word meaning "light"
and signifies, in this connection, a light, or short line.

lllustration9

A, the FU'St Added Line Above the Treble Staff

You have already learned that a short line between the
two staves is called middle C. This short line may be
placed directly below the treble staff, and is spoken of as
the first added line below the treble staff. (See Illustration
7.)
B.

The space directly above the first added line is callo
(See Illustration 10.)

Illustration 7

Middle C, the First Added Line Below the Treble Sta!

Illustration IO

B, the Space Above the FU"St Added Line Above the Treble Stal

The middle Cline may also be placed directly above

Illustration 12

We will now add a second short line above G, speak•
ingof it as the "second added line above the treble staff."
This second added line is called C. (See Illustration 11.)

E and C, the Two Added Lines Below the Bass Staff; and D,
the Space Between Them

'J!
Illustration 11

C. the Second Added Line Above the Treble Staff

We do not use the term "added" when talking of the
space between the added lines, as one cannot add space;
it is already there. We refer to these spaces as the first
space above the treble staff (G), the second space above
the treble staff (B), the first space below the bass staff (F),
the second space below the bass staff (D), etc.

In the same manner, we may add lines below the bass
llaf. Let us add two such lines. We know that the first
apace directly below G (the first line of the bass staff) is
P. The first added line below the bass staff is E, the space
below E is D, and the second added line below the bass
is C. (See Illustration 12.)

By referring to Illustration 13, you will see that the
second added line below the bass staff is C, and that the
second added line above the treble staff also is C.
We may continue to add lines above or below both
staves, as we need them, to indicate all the tones in music.

Names of other added lines, and of the spaces between
them, are given in a later Lesson.

Illustration 13

Names of the Lines and Spaces of the Grand Staff With Two Lines Added Above
the Treble Staff and Two Lines Added Below the Bass Staff

B
..

-CB

B

:C:U -E- F s

iJ

.,

D

6

A

H

F

G -A-

..1i .:Q:

B

:E

-C-

F

B

TECHNIC

'The Playing cApparatus
('This subject is continw:d from L:uon 4, and is ri:sumtd in Lm on 6.)

HAND POSITION AND CONTROL
Your attention has been called to the necessity for
tion; but there cannot be entire relaxation of all
of the playing apparatus, because the action of one

part requires another part to be "set" or firm. Such
firmness should be in the bridge formed by the knuckle
joints. This is a very important point in connection with
weight touch. The knuckle bridge must be trained to
support the weight of the arm. The fingers must be

slightly curved; and as the fifth finger is shorter, it must,
therefore, be less curved than the others.
Illustration 14 shows the fifth finger slightly curved
and ready to play. The knuckle bridge is firm and
steady. (See Illustration 14.)
ll1ustration 14

Fifth Finger Raised, Ready to Play

free. The elbow and shoulder joints must, likewise,
free. Aim to keep the control directly in the bridge
the knuckles, with every other part of the pla ·
apparatus free.

If there is a tendency for the knuckle joints to beco
depressed, the arch can be made higher at first in order
strengthen the support. Depression of the knu :
joints breaks down the arch, and makes transference
the weight to the finger-tips impossible.

The greatest difliculty, perhaps, will be to maintl:
the arch when lifting the fifth finger. For this reason m
knuckle of the fifth finger may be slightly higher than d
others.
In training the hand so as to develop a firm support at
the knuckle bridge, observe the following points very
carefully:
1. The hand must not be too rigid.
2. The knuckle joints must not be depressed when the
fingers are raised.
3. The second joint of the thumb must be well extended.

Freedom from tension is extremely important. Move
the wrist up and down lightly, to see that it is loose and

The second joint of the thumb helps to form tt
knuckle bridge, and supports the arm weight. If tll
joint is allowed to bend inward, it weakens the arch
the hand, and interferes with weight playing . .
Hands differ greatly in shape, and so, with some hand
the fingers can be more curved than with others. ~
absolute position can be given which will apply equa!
well to every hand; but let your practice be such as
develop a firm, round arch, as this is necessary for ~'
controlled technic.

EAR TRAINING
Finding Major Chords on Black Keys

1. Have the pupil find large thirds from the following keys, and ask him to give the number of half steps ai
the number of letters included:
'])/, (31.,
A~
!>//
~. "lil#, Fjl, ~ and A#

2. Have the pupil find chords (major triads) on each of the following keys:
(SI!, f)f, F#, ~and~

Y6

Gi,

Al,

t1b

3. Have the pupil sing the tones of the major triads on the above mentioned keys, using the Tonic Sol-Fa syllabk
Doh, Me, Soh, Me, Doh.

SHERWOOD Musrc ScHOOL CouRsEs-PrANO
GRADE PREPARATORY A

'Test on Lesson 5
GENERAL THEORY
I. Name the following spaces:

(a) Space above treble staff.

Ans. G.

(b) Space below treble staff.

Ans. D.

(c) Space above bass staff.

Ans.

(d) Space below bass staff.

Ans. F.

B.

2. How many tones can be indicated on the treble and bass staves combined, including middle C?
3 •••• Ans. 'T wenty·three.

3. How do we indicate tones that are either higher or lower than those represented upon the treble and bass
staves?
4 .... Ans. By adding short lines, called Added or Leger Lines, above or below the staves as needed.

4. How is middle C written in connection with
6 --- -

(a) the treble staff?

Ans. 'The first added line below.

(b) the bass staff?

Ans. 'The first added line above.

5. Write, on the staves below, the names of the lines and spaces from Con the second line below the bass
staff to C on the second line above the treble staff.
..•. Ans.

-E-

r

f•

B

\! E

~

6. Write the letters of the words below on the proper lines and in the proper spaces, both staves.

\~htT< A'wo

y••i't;o"s

a.re yos~i\i\e, ..,;t\,~1'1 0-fP•~~.w11\ 1e o,c_cep\'u,.

t H: I~ iHIf! HIn; fIn rn

6 •... Ans.

Test on Less

8ttBRwooo Music ScttOOL CouRses- PtANO

TECHNIC
7. What part of the hand must generally be held firm?
5 ___ _ Ans.

'The

~nuc~le

bridge.

8. What is the knuckle bridge trained to do?
5 ____ Ans.

'To support the weight of the arm.

9. In training the hand tq develop a firm support at the knuckle bridge, what three points must be obsm
9 ____ Ans.

'The hand must not be too rigid.
'The ~nuc~le joints must not be depressed when the fingers are raised.
3. 'The second joint of the thumb must be well extended.
l.

2.

10.
5 ___ _ Ans.

How do we correct depressed knuckle joints?
By

ma~ing

the arch higher than normal, in order to add strength.

11. How may the knuckle joint of the fifth finger help to maintain the arch?
5 ____ Ans. By having it slightly higher than the others.

12. What is the result if the second joint of the thumb is allowed to bend inward?
5 ____ Ans.

'The arch of the hand is

wea~eiied,

interfering with weight playing

EAR TRAINING
5 ___ _

JOO ----

13. Finding major chords on black keys.

Total.
Pupil's N.ame

_

Pupil's AddTess _ _

Pupil's Class No. _
1TeacheT'sN.ame
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Subjects of this Lesson: GENERAL

THEORY ' TEcHNrc '

EAR

TRAINING

GENERAL THEORY

?{otation
(This subjea :is continued from Les.ron 5, and is resumed in Lesson 8.)

There are many signs and characters that form music

WHoLENOTES

e. As you have learned, these all are included
the subject of notation. In this Lesson we consider
ates, Rests and Bars.

The Whole Note is a white and open note. It is shown
in Illustration 1.
Illustration I

Whole Notes

A Note is a sign or character which, when written

the staff, represents a music.ii tone or sound. By its
"tion on the staff, it shows the pitch of the sound or
; by its form it shows the duration of the sound, that
its time•value.
Bl!

NAMllS OF THB NoTBs

A note placed upon a line or in a space of the staff is
by the name of that line or space.

As you have already learned the names of all the lines
spaces of the grand staff, it follows that you know the
of the notes placed upon the lines and in the spaces

thestUF.

A whole note has the longest time'tlalue of all the notes

in common use.
The whole note has been adopted as the unit of
measurement for duration of sound in music notation.
The time•values of all other notes are reckoned as frac•
tional parts of the time·value of the whole note.
HALF

NOTES

The Half Note is a white and open note with a stem.
It is shown in Illustration 2.
lllustration2

Hali Notea

FoRMS OF THE NoTBs
There are eight different kinds of notes in general use,
one having its own shape or form. Each note, by its
shows the .time•value of the tone it represents.

In this Lesson we learri abcut some of these different
of notes, namely, Whole Notes, Half Notes and
Notes.

A stem is .a vertical straight line attached to a note.
It is either to the right of the note, pointing upward, or
to the left of the note, pointing downward. When the
note is on the middle line of the staff, the stem may be

turned either up or down. When it is above the middle
line, the stem is usually turned down, and when below
the middle line, the stem is usually turned up, as in
Illustration 2.
A half note represents half the time-value of the whole

note. The time-value of two half notes is, therefore,
equivalent to the time-value of one whole note.

Whole Rests, Half Rests and Quarter Rests are
scribed in this Lesson.
WHOLE REsTS

A Whole Rest is a character indicating a silence of
same duration, or time-value, as a whole note. It

shown in Illustration 5.
Illustration5

QUARTER NOTES

Whole Rests

The Quarter Note is a black note with a stem.

It is

shown in Illustration 3.
Illustration 3

Quarter Notes

Observe that it is a black, oblong sign (longer
is broad), generally suspended under the fourth line
either staff.
The general rule, given above, with regard to the
placing of the stem, applies to all forms of notes with
stems.

A quarter note represents half the time-value of the half
note, or a quarter of the time-value of the whole note.

The whole rest has another use, which is explain
a later Lesson.
HALF RESTS

A Half Rest is a character indicating a silence of
same duration, or time-value, as a half note. It is sh

in Illustration 6.
COMPARATIVE NOTE VALUES
Illustratlon6

By examining Illustration 4, you will see that one
whole note is equivalent to two half notes, or four quarter
notes; and that one half note is equivalent to two quarter

Half Rests

notes.
Illustration'4

Comparative Note Valuea

0

Observe that it does not differ in form from thew
rest. It differs in position only, for it rests upon a Iii
generally the third line of either staff.
QUARTER RESTS

RESTS
A Rest is a character indicating silence of a certain rela-

tive duration. Rests are called by the same names as
their corresponding notes, namely, Whole Rests, Half
Rests, Quarter Rests, etc.

A Quarter Rest indicates a silence of the same
tion, or time-value, as a quarter note.

There are three characters used to represent i~
shown in Illustration 7, the first, however, being the11
generally used in present-day editions of music. Th
rest is usually written in the middle of the staff.

Illustration7

end of a composition. (See Illustration 9.)

Quarter Resta

lines is sometimes heavier than the other.

One of the

Illustration9

The Double Bar

e
TttB DoITBD DouBLB BAR

A Dotted Double Bar is a double bar with either two
or four dots before or after it.

When the dots occur before the double bar, the music
preceding it is to be repeated, as in Illustration 10 (a).
These dots are called Repeat Marks.
Dlustration8

When the repeat marks occur twice, as in (b ), the section included by the marks is to be repeated.

Single Bars and Measures

llJustration 10

The Dotted Double Bar

llalutt is the term used to indicate the group of beats
between two bars. The subject of measure is
eiplained in Lesson 7. GBNBRAL THEORY.

A Double Bar consists of two vertical lines drawn
the ltafl to indicate the larger divisions, or the

'The

~elation

J J 11: JJ J J I e

of the Keyboard to the Staff

A section of the keyboard with its relation to the staff is shown in Illustration 11, below.
lllustration 11

The Relation of the Keyboard to the Stall (Four Octaves)

' TECHNIC

'Ihe Playing cApparatus
('This

~ubject

is continued from L:uon 5, and is resumed in L.euon 9.)

FINGER POSITION AND CONTROL
In practicing to acquire finger control, each finger
must be trained to act with entire independence. Always think of your finger as being a weight which you
move in the following manner: Lift-Drop, LiftDrop.

If you do this correctly, the key will descend as far as
the mechanism of the piano will permit, and you will have
a good tone without any forcing or pushing.

When a finger is raised, the position or curve sh
remain the same. This is shown in Illustration 12
There may be a tendency to straighten the fing~.
it is raised, and it would then be necessary to curn
again, before playing. The tendency to curve the
too much when it is raised is just as incorrect. Any
of control of this kind means waste motion and in
ence with tone production. Illustration 12 (b) and
show these incorrect positions.

IDustration12
Finger Positions
Incorrect Positions

(b) Finger Too Straight

(a) Correct Position

( c) Fmger Too Much Beal

~

·~
EAR TRAINING
Listening to and Reproducing Melodies at the Keybo.ard
The following directions are for the teacher, and the work is to be conducted at the weekly lesson period.
[ It may also be conducted at other times by any member of the family who has some knowledge of music.

J

Let the pupil stand with his back to the keyboard, and listen while you play short melodies, in four·
measure, containing whole, half, and quarter notes. Play each one several times, until you think the pupil has ca
the melody and the time-values of the notes; then have him come to the piano and try to play it. Count aloud
playing for the pupil, and accent slightly the first beat of each measure.
The following examples may be used:

8&T'10 J I j

IJJ;Jlj1
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'Test on Lesson 6
GENERAL THEORY
I. What is a note?
4 ____ Ans.

A character which, when written upon the staff, represents a musical tone.

2. How does a note indicate pitch?
3 ____ Ans.

By its position on the staff.

3. How does a note indicate duration of sound?
____ Ans. By its form.
4. From what do the notes get their letter names?
3 ____ Ans. From the lines and spaces of the staff they occupy.

5. What is the note of longest duration now in general use?
3 ____ Ans. 'The whole note.

6. What is a stem?
4 ____ Ans. A vertical straight line attached to a note.

7. What is the time-value of a half-no t e?
J ____ Ans. Half the time•value of a whole note.

8. What is the time-value of a quarter note?
J ____ Ans.

Half the time-value of a half note, or a quarter of the time value of a whole note.

9. On the staff below, write three different kinds of notes as indicated.

6 -- --Ans.
Half Note

' W hole Note
rn-•

ti

11

Quarter Note

t

10. What is a rest?
.f ____ Ans.

A character indicating silence of a certain relative duration.

11. How do we name rests?
3 ____ Ans.

By the same names as the notes of corresponding lengths.

12. On the staff below, write three different kinds of rests as indicated.

6 ----Ans.
~ Whole Rest
T6-l2

-

Quarter Rest

Half Res t

II

-

11

·x

LJ
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GENERAL THEORY- Continued
13. Write whole notes, on lines only, corresponding to the letters below:

IO ____ Ans.

4

e e
E G B D

y:

e

e
B

e

"

D

F

F
e

I•
I

A

El

e

B

D

0

e

e
G

F

,, II
E

e
F

B

e

A G

D

0

e e

D

G B

II 0
D

e

9

i

e

e

F B

G

I
F

"
A

14. Write half notes, on spaces only, corresponding to the letters below, being careful to observe the

pertaining to the direction of the stems, as taught in this Lesson:
10 ---- Ans.

4

!'

.)

~: )
A

11

.1

E

A

c

F

E

.I I'
c E

G

C

E

A

G

A

1'

II t'

f' ,)

c

F

c

F

E

A

II !' .t

('

A

G

.I
c

E

Ans. Vertical lines drawn across the staff to divide it into parts.
What is a measure?
Ans. A group of beats between two bars.
What is the purpose of
(a) single bars?
Ans. 'fo divide the music into measures.
(b) double bars?
Ans. To indicate the larger divisions or the end of a composition.
(c) dotted double bars?
Ans. 'To indicate a repeat.

4 - -- - 15. What are bars?
4 - - -- 16.

17.

TECHNIC
18. What must the fingers be trained to do, in practicing for finger control?
Ans. They must be trained to act with enti're independence.

19. How is good tone produced without forcing or pushing?
• ---- Ans. By using the finger as a weight, moving in a "lift-drop" manner.
20. What is the correct position of the finger when raised?
.J

____

Ans.

Curved, as when resting on the

~ey.

21. Why should the fingers be in a curved position when playing?
-' ____ Ans. 'fo avoid waste motion and interference with tone production.

EAR TRAINING
5 __ __ 22. Melodic dictation.
100 ____

Total.
Pupil's Name _
Pupil's Address __
Pupil's Class N.O-------- _____ _
'Te11cher'sName ________________ _ _

Test on Lesson 6-Page 2
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GENERAL THEORY

CJ(hythm
('This subject is mumtd in U:slon 16.)

.. Cider that you may gain some understanding of the
t subject of Rhythm, let us see how it applies, in
liDple manner, in poetry. It should be remembered
mlllic originated in song, which has poetry for its
· and in the rhythmical movements of the dance.

If yoo listen to anyone reading a poem, you will obtbat some syllables are made especially prominent;
ait

spoken more plainly or loudly, than others.

· ...: call emphasis.
lawise, you will observe that the syllables are
ao that there is a regular arrangement of em•
and unemphasized syllables. This arrange·
WI: call meter, in poetry.

accent every other syllable, and this is indicated by
accent marks.
I

I

I

I

Angels from the realms of glory
I

I

I

I

Wing your flight o'er all the earth.

This results in groups of syllables, one syllable receiv•
ing an emphasis or accent, and the following syllable
receiving no emphasis or accent. Thus, a certain meter
is formed.
Sometimes the meter is such that one syllable is ac•
cented and two are unaccented. Let us examine the
following line:
I

I

I

I

C.Ome with me, dance with me, tripping so merrily.

8ucb emphasis and meter make the poem pleasing to
ar, and distinguish poetry from prose.

h the music of the ancients was largely the chanting
hymns and poems, their music naturally received the
emphasis and meter as the hymn or poem.
Emphasis in music is called accent.
Tiie regular recurrence of accent in music produces

h an example of emphasis and meter, let us repeat
fint two lines of a well-known hymn. We naturally

Repeat this line, placing emphasis on the accented
syllables, and you will see that after every accented
syllable there are two which are not accented.
The arrangement of notes in music is very much like
the arrangement of syllables in a poem, inasmuch as they
may be formed into groups containing accented and un•
accented pulsations or beats.
The use of bars is for the express purpose of dividing
these groups from each other, and to show that the
groups themselves recur regularly.

811easure
('This Jubjtet is murmd in Lcuon 11.)

You have learned that the spaces between bars are
called Measures. To the ear, therefore, a measure in
music is a group of two or more beats, the first of which
is accented.
The accents of the lines of poetry previously given
may, therefore, be indicated by the placing of the bars
before them. (See Illustration 1.)
Illustration 1

Meter and Measure

a)/

AI! -

_g els

I

frbm

/

/

the,~ of

I~- ry

r r r r r r rr

Wi~g your

I fhght
./

r r r
b)
Cohie with

o;r

I~
/

me,

the

r
.

dance with

so

/

mer · ri

Quadruple Measure is the name given to every ·
measure in which there are four beats in the
the first being accented. Having four parts, this m

has a natural tendency to divide itself into halves,
the beginning of the second half slightly accented,
relatively less so than that of the first half. Thus,
(the beginning of the second half) has a lighter
than beat 1: but beats 2 and 4 have a still lighter
than beat 3, being further subdivisions of the
measure.

/

F

me

r r r r r r
/

Triple Measure is the name given to every
measure in which there are three beats in them
first being accented.

,~

1

Trip-ping

measure in which there are two beats in them
first being accented.

ly

r r rI r r r

In Illustration 1, we have divided the lines into
measures, giving a note for each syllable, and placing a
bar before each accented syllable. In a) there are two
syllables, or two beats, in each measure, and in b) there
are three in each measure.
CLASSES OF MEASURE
There are three general classes of measure in music,
Duple Measure, Triple Measure and Quadruple Measure.
Duple Measure is the name given to every kind of

MEASURE SIGNATURF.5

In order that the player may instantly re
grouping of accents as planned by the composer, a
known as the Measure Signature, is always placed
staff at the beginning of the composition, directly!
ing the clef sign. This sign, the measure signature,
sis ts of two figures written thus: ~, ~' :, etc.
The upper figure of the measure signature sho
numbcr of beats in each measure, and the lower

shows the ~ind of note which is to be taken as tht
of measurement; that is, the kind of note which
the time of one beat.

Two-FOUR MEAsuRB

Two.Four measure has two beats, and belongs
class known as Duple Measure. Two-Four measure

indicated by the time signature, t The upper 6
tells us that there are just two beats in each measure,
the lower figure, 4, indicates that the quarter note o
unit of measurement; that is, that each quarter nett
its equivalent in time-value, receives one beat. (See
tration 2.)

is indicated by the time signature, 4; or often by C, but
this sign is less definite in meaning. The upper figure, 4,
tells us that there are just four beats in each measure, and
the lower figure, 4, shows that the quarter note is the unit
of measurement; that is, that each quarter note, or its
equivalent in time,,value, receives one beat. It is often
called Common Measure. (See Illustration 4.)

Illustration2

Music in Two-Four Measure

Four measure has three beats, and so belongs to

clus known as Triple Measure. Three,,Four measure
· ted by the time signature, ~- The upper figure,

IUustration4
Music in Four-Four Measure

us that there are just three beats in each measure,
die lower figure, 4, shows that the quarter note is the
of measurement; that is, that each quarter note, or its
t in time·value, receives one beat. (See Illus•
• 3.)
Illustration3

COUNTING OF BEATS

Music in Three-Four Measure

To acquire the habit of giving each note its proper
time·value, it is helpful to COUNT. We count for each
measure just the number of beats required, according to
the measure signature. Each note is then played exactly
on its proper beat, the counting being perfectly regular.
If a note is two, or three, beats in length, the key must be
held down for that number of counts. (See Illustration 5.)
Illustration 5

Counting for Various Kinds of Measure

@; 1 lJ I!1J t
.4i JJJ IJJJ iJ JIJ;
I
I

•I

ill

2

Count:

'i

Count:

Count.-

1 2

3

e
1 2 3 4

j1

1

2

j1

2 3

2

!

2 3

1 2 3

l f' Ir Fr r Ir.
If

1 2 3 4

i1

I

2 3

4

ii
I

2 34

T ECHN I C

Passages Requiring Coordination of 'l{ight and Left Hands
A musical passage which is divided between the two
hands in performance, so that one hand begins it and the
other continues it, requires a careful coordination of the
hand movements, so that the playing shall be smooth and
no break be apparent. This will be attained best by

thinking of the entire passage as continuous, and I
the fact that two separate bands are playing it. The
finger to play, of the leading hand, must be lifted at
instant that the first finger of the following hands
its key, just as if both fingers were on one hand.
Illustration 6.)

Illustration6

Passage Requiring CoOrdination of Hands

l!: r
,.

I

F
I

E AR TR A I N I NG
Rhythmic Dictation

Obsen 'ing Characteristics of Melodies

OBSERVING CHARACTERISTICS OP MELODIES

Play little melodies four measures in length, for the purpose of testing the pupil's ability to recognize ·
values, as well as tbe large and small thirds (major and minor). Encourage the pupil to express any differences he
notice in the time-values of notes, and also differences in pitch. The following melodies are suggested:

0

I

JJ

I

RHYTHMIC DICTATION

Play (or tap) the rhythms given below, and have the pupil write them. Give the measure signature,
count aloud while playing. Explain that you will repeat each rhythmic group, but that it is to be written only

i r r r r =11

:

r r r :11 i ·r r :11
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'Test on Lesson 7
GENERAL THEORY
1. From what did music originate?
4 .... Ans. From song and from the dance.

2. What is emphasis in poetry?
l .... Ans. Spea~ing some syllable more loudly than others.

J. What is meter in poetry?
J ••.. Ans. A regular arrangement of emphasized and unemphasized syllables.

4. What is emphasis in music called?
4 . ... Ans.

Accent.

5. What produces rhythm?
• ____ Ans. The regular recurrence of accent in music.

6. What is the purpose of bars?
S •••• Ans. 'To divide from each other the groups of accented and unaccented pulsations.

7. Show the accents in the following lines of poetry by drawing bars in the proper places:
O .... Ans. (a)(Cannon to light of them, , cannon to(left of them.
(b) \Now the ~ay is \over, \night is \drawing (nigh.

8. What is duple measure?
4 ____ Ans. A measure in which there are two beats, the first being accented.

9. What is triple measure?
4 .... Ans. A measure in which there are three beats, the first being accented

10. What is quadruple measure?
4 .... Ans. A measure in which there are four beats, the first being accented.

II. What is the measure signature?
4 .... Ans. 'Two figures written in the form of a fraction.

12. What is indicated by the upper figure?
S .... Ans. 'The number of beats in each measure.

13. What is indicated by the lower figure?
5 .... Ans. 'The ~ind of note which ta~es up the time of one beat.

SHERWOOD

'fest on LeSJO

Music Scttoot CouRSES- PIANO

GENERAL THEORY- Continued
14. How can we be sure of giving each note its proper duration acquired?
Ans. By counting the beats of the measure.

15. Do we count according to the measure signature, or according to the notes?
5 ____ Ans.

According to the measure signature.

16. In the examples below, add the proper measure signatures, and indicate the counts.
10 ____ Ans.

TECHNJC
17. When a musical passage is to be divided between the two hands in performance, how is coordim
of the hand movements best attained?
6 ___ _ Ans.

By

thin~ing

of the entire passage as continuous.

18. When must the last finger of the leading hand be lifted?
6 ___ _ Ans.

At the instant that the first finger of the following hand

EAR TRAINING
19. Observing characteristics of melodies.
20. Rhythmic dictation.

JOO __ __ Total.
Pupil's Name _ ___
Pupil' s AMress ___ _
Pupil' s Class

No. __

'Tet1cher's N ame __

Test on Lesson 7-Page 2
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GENERAL THEORY

?i{otation
('This subJtet is continual from Le$Son 6, and i$ resumed in Ltuon 9.)

In Lesson 6, GENERAL THEORY, you learned the
· of whole, half and quarter notes, and that the
note is the unit of measurement for the duration
IDUlld, the time,values of all other notes being reek,
as fractional parts of the time,value of the whole

the sake of brevity, we sometimes say that a whole
is equal to two half notes, or four quarter notes; and
note is equal to two quarter notes.

A Flag is a short line attached to the end of the stem
opposite the head. The flag is always to the right of the
stem. If the stem turns down, the flag slants up, and if
the stem turns up, the flag slants down. (See Lesson 6,
GENERAL THEORY, for the position of the stem.)
Illustration 2 presents clearly to the eye the different
notes and their relationship to each other, in the matter
of time,values.
Dllllllration2

NOTES

Comparative Note Values

0

F,,.._._i
e may now add that eight eighth notes are equal in
ue to a whole note, and four eighth notes are
in time,value to a half note.

rr r r

---- ---

rr~~~~~~
EIGHTH RESTS
You have learned that whole rests, half rests and
quarter rests, may be used to denote silence, and that

they have the same time·values as the notes they repre•
sent or replace. In like manner, an Eighth Rest has the
same time·value as an eighth note.
The sign used to indicate an eighth rest is shown in
Illustration 3.

LlJGATO

SIGN

The slur is then called the Legato Sign, as the
included by it, are played in a legato (connected)
(See Lesson 3, TECHNIC.)

Illustration3

Eighth Rests

The eighth rest is most frequently written so that the
top of the sign is in the third space of either staff.
THE TIE
A tie is a curved line which binds, or ties, together two
notes having the same pitch. When two notes are tied,
the tone is to be continued throughout the entire time·
value of the two notes combined, so that you do not lift
the finger, nor strike the key a second time. (See Illustra•
tion 4.)
llluscration4
Examples oi the Tie

THE SLUR
The Slur is a curved line connecting two or more notes
of different pitch, that are to be played without a break.
(See Illustration 5.)
lllustration5

The Slur

'1J__ ) IQ

PHRASING

MARK

The slur is often also a Phrasing Mark, becall!t
notes bound together by the slur form a definite m
idea, which must be presented as a phrase in order to
the right interpretation.
The phrasing of music is something like the p
ating of sentences, which are divided by commas,
colons, etc. When you read these lines:
Twinkle, twinkle, little star!
How I wonder what you are,

you make pauses, in the first line, where the collllll3l
placed, but no pause in the second line. It is very
like this with music; some passages are broken up
separate parts (phrases), and some have no break or~
If a melody were played to fit these words, it might
in Illustration 6:

'I
'j

Illustration6

Melody Fitted to Word.

J_)

gJ

I

1TJ I

J

I

J J?J I

Twin· kle, twin . kle,

How

J

won

~

der

lit · tie

star I

what you are.

It will be seen that attention to the slurs in
example will produce a kind of punctuation in
playing or singing of the music, similar to that
duced in the reading of the lines, by the stops.

THE DOT
to marks are either dots or points written above
w the notes that are to be played staccato. (See

3, TECHNic.) The points are supposed to indicate
rer degree of staccato than the dots, which are
generally used. (See Illustration 7.)
Illustration 7
Staccato Marks

The Dot has three uses:
It may be placed in the spaces of the staff on either side
of a double bar, indicating a repeat, as explained in Lesson
6, GENERAL THEORY. It may be placed over or under a
note, indi.cating staccato, as explained above. It may
be placed after a note or rest, as in Illustration 8.
A dot placed after a note or rest extends the time-value
of the note or rest, ma~ing it half as long again.
For instance, a dotted whole note is equivalent to a
whole note and a half note, tied.

~······
¥E=
j I tffrJ

The time-values of Dotted Whole, Half, Quarter and
Eighth Notes and Rests, are shown in Illustration 8.

Illustration8

(a) Time-Values of Dotted Notes

A dotted Whole Note

O•

A dotted Half Note

J.

A dotted Quarter Nate

equals a Whole Note and a Half Note
equals a Half Nate and a Quarter Nate

J.

equals a Quarter Note and an Eighth Note

(b) Time-Values of Dotted Rests

A dotted Whole Rest
A dotted Half Rest

A dotted Quarter Rest

equals a Whole Rest and a Half Rest
_._ • equals a Half Rest and a Quarter Rest

~

•

equals a Quarter Rest and an Eighth Rest

(c) Dotted Notes and Rests on the StaJI

--- ---t
_._

~ °I

TECHNIC

Legato and Staccato
('This subject is COl'ltinud from Usson 3, artd U ruuwd in Lesson 10.)

You have learned in the GENERAL THEORY section of
this Lesson that the legato sign is the slur, indicating
that the tones should be connected. The composer
often omits slurs excepting in special passages, but
melodies should "sing" at all times.
To be entirely legato, one tone must continue to sound
until the next one begins. Tones not so connected are
not legato and will be more or less staccato.
As you proceed with your music study, you will
find that there are many degrees of staccato, and these
are determined by the extent to which the tones are
cut short in order to separate them.
A tone may be slightly abbreviated, by holding down
the key almost up to the striking of the next key. This
gives a small degree of staccato, a half staccato or half
legato.

Each tone is then sustained about three-fourths
note value.
Still more staccato may be produced when each
is cut off with less than half its note value; and 1
high degree of staccato requires the tone to be
short as possible.
There is no definite duration assigned to tones
different degrees of staccato.
The following is a comparison of legato with a
ate degree of staccato.
Staccato .

Legato

WriUen

Played

EAR TRAINING
Tonic S ol-F1

Rhythmic Dictation

RHYTHMIC DICTATION

Play (or tap) the rhythms given below, and have the pupil write them. Give the measure signature, and
aloud while playing. Explain that you will repeat each rhythmic group, but that it is to be written only once.

~-j _ J I J J .J
.11
~
ToNic So1·FA
Play and sing each of the following melodic passages, using the Tonic Sol·Fa syllables.
pupil sing it, using the same syllables.

~· 1 J J r f I r r r J I

a

Doh Ray Me Fah Soh Fah Ale Ray Doh

'#

1J J

r

J IJ J

Ooh Ray .Me Ray

r

Doh Ray JJIB

I

'#
'#

1

FF r J

After each one, ha

IJ J r rI I
0

Soh Fah Ne Ray Doh Ray Ne Fah Soh

1

r

J J.

.Me Ray Doh Ray

Ir J J
Ne Ray Doh
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'Test on Lesson 8
GENERAL THEORY
I. Describe the eighth note .
.. _ Ans. A note with a solid head, a stem, and a flag on the end of the stem.

2. _What is a flag?
____ Ans. A short line attached to the opposite end of the stem from the head.

J. On which side of the stem is the flag placed?
.... Ans. On the right side.

4. In which direction does the flag slant?
3 ____ Ans. If the stem turns down, the flag slants up; and if the stem turns up, the flag slants down.

5. On the staff below, write the number of eighth notes necessary to equal in value the other notes indicated.
----Ans.
T8-5

' Je§•als

•

l

II

J •!••Is

JJJ

eeuals

~

l } J ! J! _

6. On which side of the stem is the flag placed in an eighth rest?
____ Ans. On the left side.

7, Write an eighth rest.
___ _ Ans.
T8·7

~
8. What is a tie?

.... Ans. A curved line which binds, or ties, together two notes having the same pitch.
9. What is a slur?
---- Ans. A wrved line connecting two or more notes of different pitch, that are to be played without a brep.~.

10. Why is the slur called a legato sign?
.... Ans. Because the notes induded in it are played in a legato (connected) manner.

II. When is the slur also a phrasing mark?
.... Ans. When the note& bound together by the slur form a definite musical idea.

8ttERWOOD Music Scttoot CouRSEs~P1ANO

T est on Lesson

GENERAL THEORY- Continued
12. Indicate by name the ties and slurs in the following measures:
Ans.
T8-li?

J
'

II J

j

13. What are staccato marks?
3 __ __ Ans.

Dots or points written above or below the notes that are to be played staccato.

14. What is the meaning of a dot
6 _. _ _

12

(a) when placed on either side of a double bar?

Ans. It indicates a repeat.

(b) when placed over or under a note?

Ans. It indicates staccato.

(c) when placed after a note or rest?

Ans.

It extends the time value of the note or r
ma~ing it half as long again.

___ _

15. Write, on the blank staff below, dotted notes and rests that equal in time value the following:
Ans.

___ _

16. What constitutes staccato?
Ans. The discontinuance of a melody tone before the next one begins.

TECHNIC
6

5 ____

17. How is a small degree of staccato produced?
Ans. By holding down the ~ey almost up to the stri~ing of the next.

5 ___ _

18. Describe a greater degree of staccato.
Ans. That made by cutting off each note at about half its time value.
EAR TRAINING

5 ____ 19. Rhythmic Dictation.
5 ____ 20. Tonic Sol-Fa.
100 ____ Total.
Pupil's }{ame _______ _____ _
Pupil's Address __________ _
Pupil's Class

N.o. ____________ _

Teacher's}{ame_ _____ --------Test on Lesson 8- Page 2
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GENERAL THEORY

?{otation
('Thi& nihjea is continued from Lesson 8, 4nd U murrn:d in Usson 10.)

Illustration I-Continued

b)

G

E E-flat

G-flat

Sliarp (#) is a sign placed before a note to show
die IGDe a half step higher is to be sounded. This
ia produced by playing the next key to the right,
ri the one the note usually represents. The
ri. the sharp is shown in Illustration 1 (a).
Flot (I>) is a sign placed before a note to show that

•a half step lower is to be sounded. This tone is

by playing the next key to the left, instead
cme the note usually represents. The effect of
lat is shown in Jllustration 1 (b).

If a sharp is placed before an E or a B, the "next key
to the right" will be a white key. (See Illustration 2.)

Dlusttation 1
Illustration2

SUp. and F1au, as Related to the Keyboard

Sharps on White Keys
F

F·sharp

c

0-sharp

E

E-1harp

' ;";

B

B-sharp

r•

And if a flat is placed before an F or a C, the "next
key to the left" will be a white kev. (See Illustration 3.)
Illustration3

Flats on White Keys
F

F-flat

C

C-flat

These three signs, #, sharp; J,, flat; and q, na
well as two others, the double-sharp and dou
which are explained in Lesson 23, GENERAL T
are called Chromatic Signs, or Accidentals, when
before individual notes, as in !llustrations 5 and 6.
Accidentals affect only those notes before which
are placed, and any following notes within the
measure, on the same line or in the same space.
AccmENTALS BEFORE NoTEs Trno AcRoss THE Ru

Thus it will be seen that while sharps and flats are
more often black keys, they are sometimes white keys.
As already mentioned (see Lesson 1, GENERAL THEORY)
any black key is a sharp to the key next below it, and a
flat to the key next above it.

There is one exception to the rule that a
affect only notes within the same measure:
accidental is placed before the first of two tied notes,
in one measure and the other in the next, the a
applies to the second note also. (See Illustration 6.j
IUustratio116

Accidentals Before Notes Tied Across the Bar

!llustration 4 includes all of these black keys, and also
the sharps and flats that are white keys.
Illustration4

All the Keys Used for Sharps and Flats

c
•#

E

F

B

C

F~

E#

C~

B#

The Natural (q) is a sign placed before a note that has

KEY SIGNATURES
Sharps and flats required continuously in a com
are placed at the beginning of each staff, forming a
if more than one. They then make what is known
Key Signature. In Illustration 7, the F-sharp and
form Key Signatures.
(Key signatures are discussed more fully in Le.a
GENERAL THEORY.)

been sharped or flatted to show that it is to be restored to

its previous, or natural, pitch. Suppose, for example, a
composer writes C-sharp, and later wishes C to be played.
He indicates this by writing the natural, thus, q, before
the second C. (See !llustration 5.)
Illustrations

Natural, Cancelling a Sharp

Illustration7

Key Signatures

TECHNIC

'The Playing cA.pparatus
(This subject is continu«I from Us.wn 6, and is resumed in U rnm 11.)

ION AND CONTRACTION

the fingers are placed over five consecutive
keys, as C D E F G, we have what is known as
five-Pinger Positi0n. (See Illustration 8.)
1Ilustration8

The Five-Finger Position

The thumb may be crossed under the second finger, as
in Illustration 10, at (a), or under the third finger, as at
(b), or under the fourth finger, as at (c). The thumb may
also cross under the fifth finger, but this crossing is
more rarely used.
Considerable practice is required to make these cross•
ing movements with smoothness and exactness.
It is easier for the fingers to reverse the movement by
reaching over the thumb, but the same care must be used
to make the movements smoothly, and to hold the thumb
down until the finger reaches its key.

Illustration 10

(a) The Thumb Crossing Under the Second Finger

thehandis stretched out so that keys may be reached
are beyond the five•finger position, we have what
as Expansion. The stretching out may be done
finger, or fingers, one or more remaining station..
(See illustration 9.)
Illustration9

Expanded Position

(b) The Thumb Crossing Under the Third Fmger

the passage to be played requires the bringing to·
ti the fingers more closely than in the five·finger
we have to contract the hand, that is, use
It occurs when a chromatic passage is
er when the thumb crosses under the other
er the fingers over the thumb, to reach a key
the 6ve·6nger group, in a legato manner. This
•ti contraction is its most important use.

(c) The Thumb Crossing Under the Fourth Finger

Contraction in &ale-Playing

In the playing of scales we find a frequent use of the
crossing movements involving contraction. To play the
ascending scale of C with the right hand, place the thumb
on middle C and play C D E with the first, second and
third fingers, in order. Then cross the thumb under the
third finger and play F, changing the position of the hand

so as to continue G A B C with the second,
fourth and fifth fingers.
To play the ascending scale of C with the left
place the fifth finger on the C below middle C, and
the fourth, third, second and first fingers, in order.
pass the third finger over the thumb and play, in
the third, second and first fingers.
In playing down, the movements are reversed.

Scale ':fingerings
{'This subject is resumed in Lesson 13.)

Illustration 11

Fmgering of the C Scale

THE C SCALE

~

The fingering of the C Scale is here given, for one
octave. The same fingering is used in repeated octaves.
However, in repeated octaves, the fifth finger is only
used on the final or last C in the right hand, and on the
first C in the left hand. (See Illustration 11.)

"

EAR TRAINING
Finding Minor Thirds and Minor Triads From White Keys

Rhythmic Dictation

The following directions are for the teacher, and the work is to be conducted at the weekJy lesson period.]
[ It may also be conducted at other times by any member of the family who has some knowledge of music.

FINDING MINOR THIRDS AND MINOR TRIADS FROM WHITE KEYS

1. Have the pupil play small (minor) thirds from the white keys D, E, F, G and A.
of half steps and show that three letters are always included in naming them.
2.

Call attention to then

Have the pupil play minor triads by combining fifths with these small thirds, from the same white k

RHYTHMIC DICTATION

Play (or tap) the rhythms given below, and have the pupil write them. Give the measure signature, and
· aloud while playing. Explain that you will repeat each rhythmic group, but that it is to be written only once.

i

i LJ i U :II

+ra:!r"
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'Test on Lesson 9
GENERAL THEORY
I. What is a sharp?
___ Am. A sign placed before a note to show that the tone a half step higher is to be sounded.

2. What is a flat?
·--- Ans. A sign placed before a note to show that the tone a half step lower is to be sounded.

3. What is a natural?
____ Am. A sign placed before a note that has been sharped or flatted to show that it is to be restored to its previous,
or natural, pitch.

4. What two sharped notes are played on white keys?
4 ·-·- Am. E·sharp and B·sharp.

5. What two flatted notes are played on white keys?
4 ____ Am. F·flat and C·flat.

6. Draw and name the three signs taught in this Lesson.
___ Ans.

#, sharp;

i,, flat; ~' natural.

7. What name is given to these signs when placed before individual notes?
____ Ans. Chromatic signs, or accidentals.

8. Write flatted notes, on the blank staff, to produce the same sounds, on the keyboard, as the following
sharped notes:

____ Am.
T9·8

'

11J 11J

.w ilr #J J r II~

\
!

b

!-

e

j

j

9. Write sharped notes to sound the same as the following:

____ Am.

J 'r

IW

LO. By what name are sharps or flats known when placed at the beginnings of the staves?
__ Ans. Key signature.

JI. What notes are affected by the accidental?
.. Ans. Notes in the same measure and on the same hne or in the same space.

'Test on Li

SHERWOOD Music ScttooL CouRsEs- P1ANO

GENERAL THEORY- Continued
12. When does an accidental apply to a note that is not in the same measure?
Ans. When such note is tied to a note having an accidental in the previous measure.

13. Indicate by name the ties and slurs in the following measures:
____ Ans.

<;\"'"'

11~r 3

]\e

11~r+r

r

TECHNIC
14. When are the fingers said to be in Five-Finger Position?
5 ____ Ans.

When placed over five consecutive white

~eys.

15. What is meant by expansion?
5 ____ Ans.

When the hand is

~tretched

out so that

~eys

beyond the five finger position may be reached

16. What is contraction?
5 ____ Ans.

'The bringing together of the fingers more closely than in the five-finger position.

17. What is the most important use of contraction?
5 ____ Ans.

Crossing the thumb under the other fingers, or the fingers over the thumb to reach a ~ey outside
finger group, in a legato manner.

to

18. In what phase of technic do we find frequent use of the crossing movements involving contractioru
In the playing of scales.

5 ____ Ans.

19. Mark the fingering of the following scale, both hands.
____ Ans.

~-

'f

~

~

EAR TRAINING
5 _ ___

20. Finding minor thirds and minor triads from white keys.

5 _ __ _

21. Rhythmic dictation.

100 ____ Total.
Pupil's }{ame _________________ -- -- __ ____ . __________________ _
Pupil's Add;ess ________ .. _______ ______________ _______________ _
Pupil's Class }{o. ____ _____ ---Teacha's Name __________________ . -- _____________ ______ -- -- -Test on Lesson 9-Page 2
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PIANO

LmoN 10

GENERAL THEORY • TECHNIC , EAR TRAINING
GENERAL THEORY

?{otation
(This subject is continutd from Lesson 9, and is rmomd in Lesson JJ.)

c~rr- ~-t)
Leason 6, GENERAL THEORY, rests were defined as
denoting silence of a certain relative duration.

diey are used, their time·value becomes part of the
which proceeds without interruption, although
are being played. The fingers must be raised

the keyboard whenever rests occur, while the
· of the measure continues. (See Lesson 7,
THEORY.)

.

acomposer uses a rest, he does it for a purpose,
the player must form the habit of correctly interthe characters, whether rests or notes.
fl may be said that rests in music correspond, in a
way, to pauses in language; at least, they furnish
, and are important for producing the proper
ri the musical passage.

half notes are equal in time·value to a whole
so two half rests are equal in time·value to a whole
(er to a whole note).
two

h

two quarter notes are equal in time·value to a

oote, so two quarter rests are equal in time•value

half rest (or to a half note).
example, suppose a measure of a piece in ! measure

ahalf note only, followed by a period of silence; the

rest indicating the silence must be of such time·value as
to complete the four beats required to fill the measure.
In such a case, either a half rest or two quarter rests may
be used to complete the measure, and give it the required
number of beats. If the time•value of the note is less
than two beats, the time·value of the rests used must be
greater, to complete the measure. Whatever the length
of the note, the rest or rests used must complete the full
time·value of the measure. (See Illustration 1.)

''ii
'i

Illustration 1

Rests Used to Complete a Measure

J.

~ IJt

I

1

II

J ) IJH I 111
Etf ~ IJ t I ~ H I

THE WHOLE MEASURE REST
For an entire measure of silence, the Whole Rest is
used, not only in 4 rhythm, where a whole note would
fill the measure, but also in other rhythms, with measures
of shorter duration, such as~ and~. (See Illustration 2.)

SHERWOOD Musrc SCHOOL C:ouasEs -
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PIANO

notes will be equal to a half note; and so on. A q
note equals four sixteenth notes; and an eighth note,
sixteenth notes.

Whole Measure Rest

-

The character used to represent a sixteenth nore
black note with a stem, and two flags at the end ri
stem; that is, with one more flag than an eighth nore
{See Illustration 3.)
Illustration3

Sixteenth Notes

As your study proceeds, you will see more clearly
where and why various rests are used.
SIXTEENTH NOTES

In Lessons 6 and 8, GENERAL THEORY, you learned the
forms and relative time-values of whole, half, quarter
and eighth notes. You know that a whole note may be
divided into two half notes, four quarter notes, or eight
eighth notes.
A whole note may also be divided into sixteen notes,
and these notes are called Sixteenth Notes.
You can readily see that if sixteen sixteenth notes
equal, in tim.e,.value, one whole note, eight sixteenth

(The general rule for placing the stem at the right
the note, and up; or at the left and down, is exp ·
in Lesson 6, GENERAL THEORY.)
We may have still further subdivisions of the
note, namely, Thirty-second Notes, Sixty-fourth N
etc. For each subdivision, one more flag is added to
stem, and the time-value of the note is half that ri
note with one less flag.
GROUPED NOTES
When two or more flagged notes follow each othtr
succession, they are generally connected by the extemix
their flags into heavy lines, or crossbars, ma~ing groups
two, three, four, six, etc., as may be best fitted to the 1
of the music. (See Illustration 4.)

Illustration4

Grouped Eighth, Sixteenth and Thirty-second Notes

JJJJJJ
16th• n

!ffl

32nds. r m

Jj j j j j

etc.

etc.

J35555 J9555J

etc.
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IDustrationS

The Equivalent of One Whole Note, in Different Kinds of Notes

.......

J
J
;---J

~

.......

J
J

J

J

J

AND SHORTER RESTS

'i

Whole Rest

equal to

0

Bal! Rest

equal to

J

Quarter Rest

equal to

Silleentb R•st

y'

S2nd Rest

f

equal to

64tb Rest

I

equal to

eq.ual to

equal to

J j j

J
J
j
J J
J

The regular division of a note is, as seen above, into
two notes of the next lower denomination; but it may
occasionally be divided into three of those notes, which
are then played in the time of the two. To indicate this
special division of a note into three, the figure 3, enclosed
in a curved line, is placed over or under the group. (See
Illustration 7.) In printing, an italic (slanting) numeral
is used to distinguish it from a fingering sign.

DJustration6

Dlustration '7
The Triplet

9'

t1J

A JI

Illustration 7 is in~ measure, and the unit of measure•
ment, receiving one count, is a quarter note. The first
group, consisting of three eighth notes with a 3 over
them, must be a triplet, and must be played in the time
of two eighth notes, or one quarter note. It therefore,
occupies the time of the first count. In the same way,
the second group of three notes receives the second count.

Kindt and Relative Values of Rest1

ligbtb Rest

J

J

J J J J J J J J J

tioo 5 shows clearly to the eye, the relative
of the Whole, Half, Quarter, Eighth, SixTbirty-second and Sixty-fourth Notes.

J

J

j)
)I

NOTES PLAYED TOGETHER
When two or more notes are to be played together
they are written one above the other, all on the same
stem, if a stem is needed. (See Illustration 8.)

~

~

lllustrati.on8
Notes Played Together

Triplet is a group of three notes played in the time of
-of the same denomination; such as, for instance,
icbths played in the time of two eighths.

Ll!SSON lO·PAGE:;

TECHNIC

Legato and Staccato
('This subject is continued fTom Lesson 8, and is resumed in Usson 18,)

PHRASING
In Lesson 8, GENERAL THEORY, it was stated that the
slur is used to bind together notes forming a definite
musical idea; and that when thus used it is also a phras•
ing mark. The slur, or legato sign, is used for this pur·
pose because legato playing is important in connecting
the tones of the phrase, and the legato ceases with its
last note.
Making clear to the listener the tone-groups forming
the phrases is called Phrasing.

A staccato dot is often found over the last note of the
phrase; but this does not always mean a short staccato.
It is, instead, merely the indioation that the finger, or
hand, is to be lifted from the key in order to finish the
phrase, as explained above.
The technical details necessary for phrasing may be
summarized as follows:
First. Be careful to observe the slurs, or phrasing
marks, wherever they are indicated.
Second. Form the habit of playing notes so indi·
cated in a connected or legato manner.

'Third. At the end of a phrase, lift the han~
least, the finger, from the keyboard; but do not
this separation such as to destroy the continuity
composition or to interfere with the rhythm.
effect may be compared to taking breath, in sp ·
to punctuation in writing.

The following example shows the application of
signs. (See Illustration 9.)

Illustration 9
Phrasing

legato
~

End of

phrase.
Lift,

The subject of Phrasing is taken up again in
43,

INTERPRETATION.

EAR TRAINING
Finding Minor Thirds and Minor Triads From Black Keys

Melodic Dictation

FINDING MINOR THIRDS AND MINOR TRIADS FROM BLACK KEYS

1. Have
half steps, and
2. Have
3. Have

the pupil play small (minor) thirds from Cj!, Dj!, Fj!, Gj! and Aj!. Call attention to the r.um
to the three letter names included.
the pupil play fifths from these same keys.
the pupil play minor triads by combining the minor third and the fifth from each of the above

MELODIC DICTATION

Play the following note groups, (a), (b), (c), and have the pupil write them. Explain that no
signature is used. Give the name of the tone on which each group begins. Play each one several times, if n
and do not proceed to the next one until the pupil has had time to write the one played.
~

a)

Wl

b)

c)

J J J J I J J 1 J J 11; J J

J

J J JI
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'Test on Lesson 10
GENERAL THEORY
To what, in language, do rests, in music, correspond?

__ Ans. 'To pauses.
2. For what are rests important?

_ Ans. For producing the proper effect of the musical passage.
3. In a 4measure containing a half note, what rest or rests will complete the measure?

__ . Ans. A half rest, or its equivalent in rests of shorter duration.
4. What kind of rest is used to indicate an entire measure of silence, with several different measure signa-

tures?
7 ____ Ans. 'The whole rest.

5. What is a sixteenth note?
Ans. A bloc~ note with a stem and two flags at the end of the stem.

6. When two or more flagged notes follow each other in succession, how are they generally connected?

Ans. By the extension of their flags into heavy lines, or crossbars.
7. Give the equivalent of a half note in shorte_r notes.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

In
In
In
In

quarters.
eighths.
sixteenths.
thirty-seconds.

Ans. 'Two.

Ans. Four.
Ans.
Ans.

Eight.
Sixteen.

8. What is a Triplet?

.... Ans. A group of three notes played in the time of two notes of the same denomination.

9. Write an original triplet in ~ measure .
•... Ans.

10. When two or more notes are to be played together, how are they written?

7 .... Ans. One above the other, all on the same stem,

if a stem be needed.

SttERwooo Music Sc ttooL CouRsES- P1ANO

T est

TECHNIC
11. What is Phrasing?
Ans.

Ma~ing

the groups of tones having a definite musical idea clear and distinct to t he listener.

12. What kind of playing is necessary in phrasing, and why?
6 ____ Ans.· Legato, to connect the tones of the phrase.

13. What three things should be
9 ____ Ans.

do~e

to acquire skill in phrasing?

First. Learn to observe the phrase mar~s wherever indicated.
Second. Form the habit of playing the notes thus mar~ed in a legato manner.
'Third. Lift the hand, or finger, at the end of each phrase.

EAR TRAINING
14. Finding minor thirds and minor tri.ads from black keys.
15. Melodic Dictation.
100 ____

Total.
Pupil's .N,ame ___ _
Pupil's Address _
Pupil's Class

No. ___ _

Teacher's N_ame __

Te&t on Le&SOn 10-Page 2
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&id-fjrade 'Test Following Lesson 10
GENERAL THEORY
I. (L. I) What kind of sounds are produced by regular vibrations?
Am.

Musical sounds, or tones.

2. (L. I) How are vibrations produced, in the piano?

Am.

By the

stro~e

of the hamme-rs on the strings.

3. (L. I) What kind of strings cause
(a) high tones?
(b) low tones?

Ans. Short Strings.
Ans. Long strings.

4. (L. I) Give both names of the black keys in the two- and three-black key groups.
An.s.
C# or Db, D# or Eb, F# or Gb, G# or Ab, A# or Bb.
S. (L. 2) Name and classify, as to whole steps and half steps, all of the intervals of a second to be found on
the white keys.

An.s.

W hole steps, C-D, D-E, F-G, G- A and A - B. Half steps, E- F and B--C.

6. (L. 2) Name and classify, as to large and small, all of the thirds on the white keys .
. An.s.

Large thirds, C-E, F- A and G-B.
Small thirds, D-F, E-G, A- C and B--D.

7, (L. 2) Name the letters forming chords, with a third and a fifth, to be found on all of the white keys.
An.s.

C-E-G, D-F- A, E- G--B, F- A- C, G-B--D, A- C--E and B--D- F.

B. (L. 3) form the D major scale, indicating the letters, Tonic Sol-Fa syllables and degrees.

An.s.

Letters

Syllables

D
E
Doh Ray

F#
Me

G
A
B C# D
Fah Soh Lah Te Doh

Degrees

9, (L. 3) Write the proper Tonic Sol-Fa syllable names under the notes in the following examples:

An.s.

) ) Ip ~ ~ p

fI J

IJ

J

J

J

I j.

r
IJ

Ji I r
J

r

II

.n.oh......:l.k \.......'.fr,........L11h ...... ~P.b .........J.'.P..b. ...... fi"~-- -- -m ~ ......... .
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GENERAL THEOR¥-Continued
10. (Ls. 4 and 5) Write the letter names on the lines and spaces of the following grand staff:
4

Ans.

____

E

z,

A

fl

11. (L. 6) Place whole notes on the necessary lines or spaces (both staves) to spell the followingJ

poS$16le,e 1\i\n, Ol"bo\"\ will h. ~~~e•teL
.
,
r
0

4 ----Ans.
-~

\1(\-,gi-e-\'wo nofe5 (J.\'<

12. (Ls. 6, 8, 10) Write .the characters called for on the staves below:
4

Ans.

____

Whole
'

Note

Half
Note

I !

Quarter
Note

Eighth
Note

Sixteenth
Note

r I S

Whole
Rest

Half
Rest

Eighth Sixteenth
Rest
Rest

Quarter
Rest

ll1n

&-

r

11

13. (L. 7) Show the accents in the following lines of poetry by drawing bars in the proper places:
4 ____ Ans.

(a) \Day is Jdy·ing lin the fwest.

(b) )When will this\ night end and (mor•row befgin1

14. (L. 7) Mark the counts in the following examples:
4 ____

MTIO·l4

Ans.

' ;

J w 1J. J1 IJ J

1

w

1111

.... r.....7,, ..... L~---········L .. 7.-........lb...

rJJ

1

J

urrt
1

1

1

....L ....6..... ~.......lh. .....~ ........1.L ...?. .....l.1J....
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GENERAL THEORY- Continued
15. (L. 9) Draw the three characters most commonly used for accidentals and give the name and meaning
of each.
3 ____ Ans.

:If, a sharp, used to show that the tone a half step higher is to be sounded;
l> , a fiat, used to show that the tone a half step lower is to be sounded;
q, a natural, to show that a note which has been sharped or flatted is to be restored to its previous
or natural pitch.

16. (L. 9) Write a different note, with the necessary flat or sharp for each of the following notes, to produce
the same sounds on the keyboard:
Ans.
fl

I

tJMTl0~16

-

I

-

Ii

-

I

I

-

I..

~

"-

....,

tJ

;{! -

17. (L. 9) Indicate by name the ties and slurs in the following measures:
S - - --

Ans.
MTJO-t7

18. (L. 10) Write the equivalent of a whole note as follows :
Ans.

In halves

MTI0-18

'

''

II J J

In eighths

In quarters

II

In sixteenths

..I I -' 1
TECHNIC

19. (L. 1) What is the term, Tech.nic, used to describe?

'J ____ Ans.

All that belongs to the mechanical side of the arts.

20. (L. 1) What are the three fundamental principles to be considered in the training of the playing
apparatus?
3 __ __ Ans.

Condition, Position and Action.

21. (L. 3) What is necessary in order to maintain the position of the fingers?
3 ____ Ans.

Some control of the muscles.
Mid-Grade Test Following Lesson 10-Page '.\
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TECHNIC-Continued

~c3

22. (L. 3) What should be the feeling in the wrist?
3

____

Ans.

A feeling of lightness and freedom.

23. (L. 3) What are the fundamental elements by means of which tone may be produced on the
4

____

Ans.

Weight and Muscular Impulse.

24. (L. 3) What is the fundamental difference between legato and staccato play,ing?
4

____

Ans.

In legato the finger rests upon the ~ey after it is down and continues to rest until the
pressing down another ~ey; while, in staccato, the finger must not rest upon the ~ey afur
down, but the ~ey must be allowed to return, at once, to its normal position.

25. (L. 5) In training the hand so as to develop a firm support at the knuckle bridge, what must

condition of
(a) the hand?
Ans. It must not be too rigid.
(b) the knuckle joints? Ans. 'They must not be depressed when the fingers are rai.!ltl
(c) the second joint of
the thumb?
Ans. It must be well extended.

6 ----

26. (L. 10) In phrasing, when does the legato touch cease?
3

____

Ans.

With the last note of the phrase.

27. (L. 10) What does the staccato dot over the last note of a phrase indicate?
3

____

ioo ----

Ans.

'That the finger, or hand, is to be lifted from the

~ey

in order to finish the phrase.

Total.

Pupil's N..ame ______ ------ ------------------- -- ------ ____ ---------------Pupil's Address__- ----- _____________________________ _
Pupil's Class N..o. _____________ _

TO 1HE TEACHER: Please fill in your name and address below. This Examination
Paper will be returned to that address in one of our special mailing envelopea:.

Teachtr's N.ame _____ ____ --------- _--------- ________________ ----------- -----Teacher'•
Account Number

(Pleau: fill in)

Street Address _____________ --------- ____________ ---- --- - - ---------- - - - ---~---

City and State _______________ ------ ___ ----- --- .. ------ _____________________ _
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T HEORY

&easure
('Thi'.1 subject ii contin~d from Lesson 7, and is resuiru:d in Lesson 16.)

measure (count 1), because the first syllable is an accented one; and each measure will be complete, because
there are three syllables in each division of the line. This
will cause the bars to be placed as follows:

[Come with me\ dance with me/ ~ripping so/ ~errily
the music begins on an unaccented beat, the
is, as a result, incomplete; that is, it has not
number of beats. 'The missing beats may generally
in the concluding measure of the section or piece.
, it is not a positive rule that the last measure
canplete the first, as the metrical pattern may
achange before the close of the composition.

If we arrange a tune for the line
I

I

I

I

Will you come with me, dance with me, tripping a•long

it will begin on the second beat (count 2), because there
are two unaccented syllables preceding the first accented
syllable. The last measure, in this case, will contain
only the one beat missing from the first measure, thus:
Will you I ~ome with me] dance with me/ ;ripping a•/ long

as one in every three beats is accented in

msure, there will be two unaccented beats. A
· · written in triple measure need not begin
first beat; it may begin on the second or third
dws conforming to the different meters of verse.
arrange a tune for the line
I

'

I

Qme with me, dance with me, tripping so merrily

lllilx!y will naturally begin on the first beat of the

If we arrange a tune for the line
f

I

I

I

Oh, come with me, dance with me, tripping so lightly

it will begin with the third beat (count 3), because there
is just one unaccented syllable preceding the accented
syllable. The last measure, in this case also, completes
the first.
Oh,] co~e with me\ dance with me] ~ripping so I li~htly

The different rhythmic arrangement of these three lines may be embodied in music as shown in Illustratial

Il1ustration I

Music in Triple Measure, Beginning on Different Beats

Come

with

me,

dance

with

mer

me,

trip - ping

dance

with

me,

trip - ping

with

me,

trip -

ping

SQ

-

ri

Begiizning on 2d beat

you

Will

come

with

me,

a

Beginning on· 3d beat

0

come

with

me,

dance

MUSIC IN DUPLE MEASURE BEGINNING ON
DIFFERENT BEATS
Music having two beats may begin on either the first,
or accented beat; or on the second or unaccented beat.
(See Illustration 2.) The line, "Brook, brook, come

so

along," etc., begins with an accented syllabi~
corresponds with the accented beat of the
The line, "The oriole gold is at home, at rest,"
with an unaccented syllable, which corresponds ·
unaccented beat in the music.

Illustration 2

Music in Duple Measure, Beginning on Different Beats

W.R. COLES: Summer

Begin.ning on 1st beat

Brook,

brook,

come

' a

-

long,

Run

a -

long

with

me.

Beginning on 2d beat

The

o • ri - ole

gold

is

at

home,

at

rest,

You already know that in four-four measlire,' the
note falling on the third beat will have an accent, though
a lesser one than the measure accent. It will be seen that
no entirely unaccented syllable is allowed to fall on a
third beat.

' with four beats in the measure may begin on
(&e Illus-

int, second, third, or fourth beats.
3.)

Illustration~

Music in Quadruple Measure; Beginning on Different Beats

M. BARTHOLOMEW: Whippoorwill

Tbore's a

cry

be

•

hind

the

"Whip· poor. will I

hill:

Whip. poor- will!"
French Folk • Song

the

chi!

•

dren,

Dane • .ing

on

green;

the

French Folk- Song

hlDl • ter

rid • ing

by,

On

his

dap ·pied hob • by

spry:

BRUNO HUHN: Lullaby

When

lit • tie

Bird • ie

bye - bye

goes,

Still

as

mice

in

church • es

TECHNIC

'Ihe 'Playing <!Apparatus
(This subject is continued from l..es.$0!1 9, and is resumed in L:sson 12.)

playing groups of notes repeated in progressive
die wrist must be relaxed, and the hand and arm
or move freely, in the direction required,
ys to be ready for the new position.

This horizontal movement is an important one, and
is really a movement of the whole arm, for if the hand
alone were to be advanced, a wrong bending at the wrist
would result.
The fingers, also, should be prepared in advance, by
extending them in the direction of the keys to be played.

The finger that is to play next should be brought into
position, over the key to be played, with as little loss of
time as possible.

The following short example illustrates the
passage in which advancing arm movement ~
(See Illustration 4.)

Illustration '4
Passage Requiring Advancing Arm Movement

I

2

3

2

3 etc ..

EAR TRAINING
Rhythmic Dictation

Melodic Dicta

The following directions are for the teacher, and the worlc is to be conducted at the weekly lesson period.]
[ It may also be conducted at other times by any member of the family who has some knowledge of music.
RHYTHMIC DICTATION

Play (or tap) the rhythms given below, and have the pupil write them. Give the measure signature, ml
aloud while playing. Explain that you will repeat each rhythmic group, but that it is to be written only OOll.

4

4

3
4

J

:II

J l :II

4
4

3

4

J ~J:ll

t J

:JI

4
4

!

~ l J

3

=II

MELODIC DICTATION

Play the following note groups (a), (b), (c), etc., and have the pupil write them. Observe that no
nature is used. Give the name of the tone on which each group begins. Play each one several times, if n
do not proceed to the next one until the pupil has had time to write the one played.
a)

b)

c)

e)

/)

g)

d)

SHERWOOD Music ScHooL CouRsEs -

P1ANO

GRADE PREPARATORY A

'Test on Lesson 11
GENERAL THEORY
I. Is the first measure complete when the music begins on an unaccented beat?
. Ans. N,o.

It is an intomplete measure.

2. Where may the missing beats generally be found?
Ans. In the concluding measure.
3. Mark the counts in the following examples?

•• Ans.

j'1J

J

I

J

....'?! ......... ~ ............../. ...... .

-;.

~i

~

J

J

JIJ

....~........................./. ...;?...

....!v........J.............. .L.Z. ..

...~................. 1....1.. .... ..
4. Place bars before the accented syllables in the following lines of poetry:

Ans.

(a) 'The !sun, thejmoon, the\stars,
'The\seas, thelhills andjplains.

(b) An\oa~ and an\ elm tree stand\brave·ly.
(c) \Rouse us tolri·val each\ hero tojday.

(d) I amjcalled far a{way by myVate from each\friend.
(e) But(come what\will I've\swom it\still,
I'll(ne'er be \mel·anjchol·y,\0.

fithn 1)1 ,.,.. do .. \:1~, '"
u 1: "' \"~~"''Pl' w1 1\
~' '" "~t c ~

SttERwooo Mustc

bCHOOL

CouRsES- PIANO

'fest on

TECHNIC
5. In playing groups of notes repeated in progressive order, what must be
20

(a) the condition of the wrist?

Ans.

(b) the movement of the hand and arm?

Ans. 'They must advance, or move freely , in the dJT
quired, so as to be always ready for the11ew

Relaxed.

6. How are the fingers prepared in advance?
10

____

Ans.

By extending them in the direction of the ~eys to be played.

EAR TRAINING
5 ____

7. Rhythmic Dictation.

5 ____

8. Melodic Dictation.

100

____

Total.
Pupil's Address _
Pupil's Class N.o
Teacher's Name __

Test on Lesson 11- Pagc 2
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LmoN 12

GENERAL THEORY , TECHNIC , EAR TRAINING
GENERAL

THEORY

Key or Tonality

scale ta~es its name from the tone on which the
, For example, the scale of C major is so called
JI begins on C; the scale of G major hecause it

G,etc.
mjcr scales are formed like the scale of C. (See
3,GBNERAL THEORY.) The scale of C is taken as
because it is entirely made up of what are
tones; that is, it has neither sharps nor
oo the piano, requires the use of the white, or

Thus placed, they are known as the Key Signature. (See
Lesson 9, General Theory.) They show that all notes
written upon these lines or spaces, and their octaves,
are to he sharped or flatted whenever they occur
throughout the course of the composition, unless it is
otherwise indicated by the introduction of naturals, or a
new key signature.

KEY OF c MAJOR
As there are no sharps or flats in the scale of C, no key
signature is required. (See Illustration 1.) The positions of the half steps are shown by short curved lines,
as they were in the keyboard illustration of the scale, in

SIGNATURE FOR THE

Lesson 3,

GENERAL THEORY.

leysonly.
of music, or a passage, using only the tones of
is said to be in the Key of C, or to have the
Ii C, and C is called the Keynote or Tonic.
tonality, refers to the family of tones related
· keynote.
word Scale, has a slightly different meaning
word Key. It means the arrangement of the
the key in regular succession.

Illustration 1

The Scale of C Major

a==-•
-

0

e

0

KEY OF G MAJOR
The signature for the Key of G (whose keynote is the
fifth degree of the scale of C) is one sharp. This sharp is
placed upon the fifth line of the treble staff (see Illustra·
tion 2), and also upon the fourth line of the bass staff.
When the sharp is in the signature, it is not then neces·
sary to place it hefore each F on the staff.

SIGNATURE FOR THE

Illustration 2
Signature and Scale fOI' the Key ol G Major

You will see that when Fji is the key
the note above it, is the keynote. When the!t
than one sharp in the signature, the keynote is
note above the last sharp, because the last sharp·
the seventh scale degree.

e

e

Scales
{nti1

1ubiea !I cont inutd from Lcuon 3, and U mumed in Lcuon 13.)

THE SCALE OF D MAJOR
Let us now form the scale of D, beginning, of course,
on D (the fifth of the scale of G) and remembering that,
as in the scales of C and G, half steps occur between the
third and fourth degrees, and between the seven th and
eighth degrees of the scale, whole steps occurring in
all other places.
The Scale ofD, then, is DE Fji G AB Cl! D. On
the third and seventh degrees of the scale, we have F #and
Cl!, respectively, instead of F and C. The sharps are
necessary in order that we may have the proper arrangement of the whole and half steps. By referring to
Illustration 3, we see that half steps do now occur at
the points required.
DJustration 3
The Scale of D MajOI'

The signature for the key of D consists,
these two sharps, Fl! and Cji. (See Illustratioo
Illustration 4
Signature and Scale for the Key of D Mljar

Observe that the keynote (D) is the note
last sharp (Cji).
We may go on forming other scales in like
modeling them after the scale of C, always
beginning note the keynote. The tones includal
scales are said to be in the key, or tonality, ci A,
according to the name of the keynote.
RELATED KEYS

D

'

.
E

f1I

G

A

B

l!_.4

5

6

Keys whose scales have a difference of only Ill
or flat are said to be closely related. For ·
keys of C and G are related. The keys of Gml
related. The keys of C and D are practically
because there is a difference of more than ooe
their signatures.

Summary of Keys, Keynotes and Key Signatures
Let us sum up briefly the matter of keys, keynotes and key signatures.
To make a change of key, or tonality, it is necessary to use a scale beginning on some other note.
changing the pitch of some note or notes by means of sharps or flats.
The note upon which the new scale is formed then becomes a new keynote.
The sharps or flats necessary to change certain notes, in order to make the proper scale degrees of the
may be placed at the beginning of the staff, and constitute a new key signature. (The sharps or flats in the
affect all the notes of the same name, unless otherwise indicated in the music.)
Other keys, keynotes, and key signatures are discussed in succeeding Lessons.

TECHNIC

'The Playing cApparatus
('This subject is contimud

from Lesson 11, and is ·mumed in l..esson 14.)

As an aid in gaining control of the knuckle bridge,
practice playing broken sixths (C-A, D-B, E-C, F-D,
etc.) with the fifth finger and the thumb. Illustration 7
shows C played with the fifth finger of the left hand, the
knuckles firm, the fingers curved, and the thumb raised
ready to play. (See Illustration 7.)

dlil position is maintained, the hand is rounded
and the palm of the
hollowed. The position is shown in Illustration

kl' ball were being held,

Illustration 7
Position, Playing a Broken Sixth
(Fifth finger striking key)

(b).
IDustration S

When the thumb plays, the entire hand rotates, or
turns, on the wrist, so that the fifth finger rises, ready
to play. (See Illustration 8.)
Illustration 8

Position, Playing a Broken Sixth
(Thumb striking key)

of medium length, held between the fifth
the thumb, will also help to give this position

Im!. (See Illustration 6.)
Illustration 6

loaaded Hand, Position Assisted by Pencil

Practice of these positions will develop the ability to
maintain the knuckle in a firm arch, with the wrist loose,
and free from tension.

EAR T RAINING
Transposing Melodies

Rhythmic Dictation

TonicSol-11

TRANSPOSING MELODI!ki

(This work ia to be done at home, and the teacher will give short tests upon it at the lesson period.)

When playing from the printed page, you are not obliged to depend absolutely on the ear to observe
You see the notes on the page, and you know whether you have placed your fingers on the keys designattd.
transposing, the ear must be your chief guide. By comparing the sound of the transposition with the
original, any inaccuracies are disclosed.
Play each of the following melodies several times, as written, and then in the keys of G anc! D, lis
fully to see that you are doing the work correctly.

The following directions are for the teacher, and tho work ia to be conducted at the weekly lesson period. ]
[ It may also be conducted at other times by any member of the family who has some knowledge of music.

RHYTHMIC DICTATION

Play (or tap) the rhythms given below, and have the pupil write them. Give the measure signature, and
aloud while playing. Explain that you will repeat each rhythmic group, but that it is to be written only

!

JJ

n

!

:11

~ J.

J· )\J =II

n :~

TONIC SOL-FA
Play and sing each of the following melodic passages, using the Tonic Sol-Fa syllables.
pupil sing it, using the same syllables.

~~ f J

I

J J IJ

/)oh Ray /)oh Te

U1

j

I

J

J

Doh Ray Doh

J J J IJ J J J

Doh Te Lah Te

After each one,

J)oh Te L ah Soh

Me Ray Doi

Doh Te

Doh Ray

Lah Te

Lah Soh Lah Te Doi

SHERWOOD Music ScHOOL CouRsEs GRADE PREPARATORY A

P1ANO

'Test on Lesson 12
GENERAL THEORY
I. From what does each major scale take its name?

••. . Ans. From the

~ey on which it begins.

2. Why is the scale of C taken as a standard?

.. Ans. Because it is made up entirely of natural notes, having neither sharps nor fiats
3. To what does the word Tonality refer?

.. Ans. 'To the family of tones related to a certain

~eynote.

4. In what way has the word scale a different meaning from the word Key?
.. Am. &ale means the arrangement of the tones of the ~ey in regular succession.

5. What is the Key Signature?
. Ans. 'The sharps or fiats required to
the

def sign,

ma~e

the ~ey, placed upon the proper lines or spaces immediately following

and preceding the measure signature .

6. Where is the sharp constituting the signature for the key of G placed
(a) in the treble staff?
(b) in the bass staff?

Ans.
Ans.

Upon the 5th line.
Upon the 4th line.

7. Where are the sharps constituting the signature for the key of D placed
(a) in the treble staff?
(b) in the bass staff?

Ans. Upon the 5th line and in the 3rd space.
Ans. Upon the 4th line and in the 2nd space.

8. How do we find the keynote from the signature?

Ans. 'The

~eynote is always the note above the last or only sharp.

9. What are related keys?

Ans. Keys whose scales have a difference of only one sharp or fiat.
TECHNJC
IO. What is the first necessity for the development of a piano hand and for weight playing?

Ans. Firm

~nuc~les.

ll. What exercise will help to obtain good hand position 7

. Ans Holding a pencil of medium length between the 5th finger and the thumb.
Copynght 1929 b, A. J. LL~WHLY,.. l mpcrial a!IJ lmrnwn..11w!

Cop)"S~'

J\ ll right•••mwd./ora ll cou 1U•ie•.ind,.Jingrhrrigh10/1t111ul.ihon

&wu.l

'Test on

SttBRwooo Musrc 8CHOOL CouRsBs- P1ANO
]
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TECHNIC-Continued
12. What exercise will aid in gaining control of the knuckle bridge?
Ans. Playing bro~en 6ths with the fifth finger and the thumb.
13. What is the action of the hand in this exercise?

6 ___ _

Ans. It rotates on the wrist.

EAR TRAINING
14. Transposing Melodies.
15. Rhythmic Dictation.
16. Tonic Sol-Fa.
100 ____ Total.
Pupil's Na.me ____ _
Pupil's Address ______ _
Pupil's Class No ______ ----- _
Teacher's Name __ _

Test on Lesson 12- Page 2
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LESSON 13

GENERAL THEORY ' TECHNIC ' EAR TRAINING
GENERAL

THEORY

?{otation
('This subject is contintud [Tom Usson 10, and is mmmd in Lesson 18.)

ADDED LINES BELOW THE TREBLE STAFF

already know that the first added line above the
l1af is A, and the second, C. The third added
Umt the treble staff is E, the fourth, G, and the
8. (See Illustration 1.)
Illustration l

Added Lines Above the Treble Staff

E

A

G

~ ~ ~

B

You already know that middle C is the name of the
first added line below the treble staff. The second line
is A, and the third is F.
Learn thoroughly the names of these three added lines
below the treble staff. (See Illustration 3.)
Illustration 3
Added Lines Below the Treble Staff

~

'

4

~~~

FU: Seeond Third Fourth Fifth

111ecessary for you to learn thoroughly the names
added lines: A,C,E,G,B, etc. Knowing these,
an find at once the names of the spaces above each
W, namely, B,D,F,A,C, etc. (See Illustration 2.)

A

F

When you know these lines, C, A and F, you can
instantly tell the names of the spaces above and below
them. The spaces below the added lines, C, A and F, are,
respectively B G and E. (See Illustration 4.)
Illustration 4
Spaces Below the Treble Staff

Illustration 2

Spaces Above the Treble Staff

~

First Second Third

A

C

.il.

.il.

'

Second Third

Fourth

0
Sixth

E

ADDED LINF.S ABOVE THE BASS STAFF
You already know that the first added line above the
bass staff is middle C. The second is E and the third
isG.
Learn thoroughly the names of these three added lines
above the bass staff. (See Illustration 5.)
Illustration 5
Added Lines Above the Bass Stai

E

c

~

-e-

G
~

First Second Third

The spaces above the added lines, C, E and G, are
respectively, D, F and A. (See Illustration 6.)

Illustration 8
Spaces Below the Bass Staff

Second Third Fourth Fifth

~ ~

U"

U"

G

E

NOTES ONE OCTAVE APART
As an aid in recognizing notes on the added ·
spaces, it is well to bear in mind that if a note a
a line in one octave, it will appear in a spare in
octave, and vice versa. (See Illustration 9.)

Also keep in mind that there are always
and three spaces between any note and its
(See Illustration 9.)
Illustration 9

Notes One Octave Apart

Illustration 6
Spaces Above the Bass Stai

F

D
.il

Second

.il

Th ird

A

.2.

Fourth

l~E~F~A
G

B l

ADDED LINES BELOW THE BASS STAFF
You already know that the first added line below the
bass staff is E, and the second, C. The third added line
below the bass staff is A, and the fourth, F.
Learn thoroughly the names of these four added lines,
E, C, A and F, below the bass staff. (See Illustration 7.)
Illustration 7
Added Lines Be.low the Bass Staff

First Second Third Fourth

- -E

c

The spaces below these added lines are, respectively,
D, B, G and E. (See Illustration 8.)

SIGNS USED INSTEAD OF ADDED LINFS
More lines may be added above or below the
but when many lines are added, there will
same confusion to the eye that many centuries ago
the disuse of the many-lined staff, and the a
the present staff, capable of being enlarged by
small lines above or below,
In order to avoid this confusion, a sign, 8114, ii
This is an abbreviation of the word ottava (ot
meaning, octave, and it is generally called simply
When the sign, 8'Jla, is placed above single
chords) on either staff, it means that those notts
be played an octave higher than written, as
Illustration 10 (a), When it is placed below
either staff, it means that they are to be played n
lower than written. This is shown in Illustration 11

'i

A OOtted horizontal line is used after the sign, Bva,
the sign is to apply to a continued series of notes
cOOids. When the Bva is discontinued, the dotted
is finished by a very short vertical line, and the word
(meaning, in place), is sometimes added, though it is
mssary if the ending of the dotted line is plain.

Biause of its great convenience, the abbreviation,

Dlustration 10
Sva Sign and Indication of its Discontinuance

sva....................,

sva

r r r r 1r' fr r 1r f 1~ 1

(b)

is frequently used when only a few added lines
be necessary in writing the passage where it is to
yed. (See Illustration 10.)

9:1 JJJ J1JJJ;l;JI_
sva.................i toco

sva

Scales
('Thi.s subject is continued from U sson 12, and is resumed in Uuon 15.)

amstructing a scale on A as the keynote (the fifth
mofD), you will find it necessary to sharp F, C
G,inorder to have the arrangement of whole steps
half steps required in any major scale. The scale of
. then, is AB Cl! DE Fl! Gjl A. It begins on
of the D scale, and has one more sharp than the
(See Illustration 11.)
Illustration 11

Signature and ScaJe for the Key of A Major

&:ALE OF E MAJOR
amstructing a scale on E as the keynote (the fifth
last scale, A), you will find it necessary to sharp
GandD, in order to have the arrangement of whole
ml half steps required in any major scale; that is,
lill have four sharps, or one more than in the A
The scale of E, then, is E Fjl Gjl A B Cl! Djl E.
listration 12.)
Illustration 12

Signaure and Scale for the Key of E Major

SUMMARY
A summary of the sharp keys, up to E, follows:
ThekeysignatureofG is 1 sharp, Fjl.
The key signature of Dis 2 sharps, Fl! Cjl.
The key signature of A is 3 sharps, Fl! Cl! Gjl.
The key signature ofE is 4 sharps, Fl! Cl! Gjl Djl.
Observe that the sharps always come in the same
order. The last one, being the seventh scale degree,
shows the keynote- the note above it. (See Illus•
tration 13.)
Illustration 13
Sharp Signatures and Keynotes
One Sharp
Two Sharps

l
l

KEY OF G
G is the keynote

-

Three Sharps

KEY OF A
A is the keynote

l
l

KEY OF D
D is the keynote

-0
Four Sharps

KEY OF E
E is the keynote

-

TECHNIC

Scale "fingerings
('ThU 1ubj«t i1 continued from Ltuon 9, and is resumed in Ltuon 16.)
Illustration 14-Continued

THE G, D, A AND E SCALES

Scale of D

The scales of G, D, A and E are all fingered exactly
the same as the scale of C. (See Lesson 9, T•cHNic.)
We, therefore, call this fingering, Normal Fingering.
The fourth finger is used once only in each octave,
and fixing its location defines the fingering of the whole
scale. In normal fingering, the fourth finger comes on the
note next to the ~eynote, the fifth finger being placed on the
~eynote. (See Illustration 14.)

j

Scale of A

I
I

The fifth finger is not used on the keynote, however,
except in beginning or ending the scale.
Illustration 14
Sharp Scales Fmgered the Same as the Scafe o( C

•

Scale of E

EAR TRAINING
Melodic Dictation

period.]

The foUowing direction1 are for the teacher, and the work is to be conducted at the weekly lesson
[ It may aUo be conducted at other times by any member of the family who has some knowledge of musk.

Play the following note groups, and have the pupil write them. Observe that no measure signature is
Give the name of the tone on which each group begins. Play each one several times, if necessary, and do not
to the next one until the pupil has had time to write the one played.
b)

a)

d)

c)

r r r II r r J J J I J J J J 1 II J J J J JI
r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r rrr J

' JJ

f)

e)

'):

11

g)

11

kl

11

1
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'Test on Lesson 13
GENERAL THEORY

i. Write the letter names under the notes on the following staff:
.. Ans.

J - :!!'
~

r;,;

~

~

:!!:

.a

J:lL

7

±;

f

2. Write notes (no two the same) on leger lines and spaces above the treble staff, for the following letter
_Ans.

names:

J- ~
~

-§

§:
D

-e-

~

A

E

'§ ~ ~ ~
G

1

~,.___el,___

A

J. Write the letter names over the notes on the following staff:

r>

. Ans.

4. Write notes on leger lines and spaces below the treble staff, for the following letter names:
.. Ans.
F

5. Write the letter names under ilie notes on the following staff:
.. Ans.

6. Write notes on leger lines and spaces above the bass staff, for the following letter names:

.. Ans.

9-

~

~

~

D

G

A

E

.g

-<>-

7. Write the letter names over the notes on the following staff:

.. Ans.

:e:
8. Write notes on leger lines and spaces below the bass staff, for the following let ter names:
. Ans.
D

F

E

A

B

SHERWOOD Musrc ScttOOL CouRsES~PIANO
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GENERAL THEORY- Continued

~£ ~8

9. If a note is on a line in one octave, how will it be in the next octave?
Ans. On a space.
10. If a note is on a space in one octave, how will it be in the next octave?
Ans. On a line.
11. How many lines and spaces are there
'Three lines and three spaces.

betw~en

any note and its octave?

5 ____ Ans.

12. What does the sign, Sva, indicate when placed
JO

(a) above notes on either staff?
(b) below notes on either staff?

----

Ans. 'That those notes are to be played an octave higher thanwr
Ans. 'That those notes are to be played an octave lower than

TECHNIC
13. In normal fingering for scales, where does the fourth finger come?
Ans. On the note next to the ~eynote.
14. What seales are played with normal fingering?
s ____ Ans. C, G, D, A and E.

15. On the staves below, write the scales of G, D, A and E, in whole notes, with the necessary si
and indication of the placement of the 4th fingers, both hands.
20 ____ Ans.

1e.;
TlS•l5

'f6

6

e

:

I 1 : ; ;; :

e

e

e

"

'f

't
1/-

f::; :

El

&-

e --"'

-

.Q__

II

1 :::.

e

~

EAR TRAINING
2 __ __ 16. Melodic Dictation.

roo ____ Total.
Pupil's ]\{ame ____ ____ ________________________ _
Pupil's Address ____ ---------- __________ _
Pupil's Class Np. _________ ___ _
Teacher'sJ\lame __
Test on Lesson 13- Page 2
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&arks of expression
('This

~ub!ea is 1'em~d

, as you have already learned, is the means
1Dapress musical ideas in writing. In other words,

avisible musical language.
amposer bas a clearly defined idea of what he
express in musical language, and he conveys
msage to the player in many different ways. We
that anote, by its position on the staff, expresses a
pitcli, and that by its form it gives that tone a
duration of time. We have seen, also, that notes
nnged in measures of various kinds, and that the
dividing the measures show where the regular
are placed, thus indicating the rhythm of the
IO

and words are also used by composers to indi·
die expression of the music, and are, therefore,
Marks of Expression, or Expression Marks.
marks may be divided into three general
as follows:
Tanpo marks, indicating rates of speed.
Dynamic marks, indicating quantities of tone.
Wocds giving general directions for performance.

in Lesson H.)

The relative time-values of the tones depend upon
the kinds of notes that are used, and upon the unit of
measurement as shown by the measure signature. The
actual rate of speed in which the whole composition is
played, however, depends upon the tempo mark. A
march in four-fqur measure may be played at a very lively
rate of speed, as for example, a military march; or it may
be played at the slow rate of speed of a funeral march.
The question of tempo is a very important one, since
the whole effect of a composition can be destroyed if it
is played too rapidly or too slowly.
When a composer expresses his musical ideas in writ·
ing, he indicates the tempo (rate of speed) at which he
wishes the composition to be played, by the use of certain
words or expressions. Such words and expressions are
called Tempo Marks.
The following are some of the tempo marks frequently
used:

Lento (Jen-toe), slowly
Adagio (ah-dali-jee-o), very slowly
Andante

ii the Italian word for time. As used in English,
nfertnce to the rate of speed at which a composi-

i111 be played.

(ahn·dah~·tay), rathe; slowly

Moderate (moe-de•rah·toe), moderately
Allegro (ah-lay-grow), fast

Presto (pr~·toe), very fast

WHERB TEMPO MARKS ARE FOUND

Directly above the clef sign and measure signature, you
will usually find a tempo mark, indicating, in a general
way, the rate of speed at which you are to play.
For example, if you find the word Andante written
at the beginning of the staff, above the clef sign and
measure signature, you know that the composer desires
you to play rather slowly. (See Illustration 1.)

J#
~~~IJ] SJiJJJJljJaPI

REINECKE; Little Red Ridinghood

?1!f'

>

If you find the word Allegro you are to play at a
lively rate of speed.

(See Illustration 2.)
Illustration 2

Tempo Mark, Allegro

Atleg-ro

DYNAMIC MARKS
Words or expressions indicating quantity of
or loud) are included under the general tenn,
WORDS INDICATING SoFT ToNES

The expressions most frequently used to in ·
the tones produced are to be soft are mezzo pi4,.,

lllustration 1
Tempo Mark, Andante

Andante

different rates of speed.
succeeding Lessons.

LICHNER: Vacation Begins

~f ~ Ir rn IC" pI tuJ Ir

'1

There are other words or expressions indicating

and pianissimo.

Mezw piano (met•so pee·ah·noe) is the I
moderately soft, and means that notes so
to be played moderately softly.
Piano (pee•ah•noe) is the Italian word for
means that notes so marked are to be played
Pianissimo (pee·ah·ni~·see•moe) is the Italian
very soft, and means that notes so marked are
played very soft! y.
The abbreviation of mezzo piano is mp.
The abbreviation of piano is p.
The abbreviation of pianissimo is pp.
(Some composers use three, four, or even
to indicate the softest tone possible. (See Illus

Illustration 3

Piano and Pianis.sitno Indicated by Expression Marks

uendo," you gradually decrease the power of the tones,
or play with gradually less force.
There are two ways in which a crescendo may be
indicated, namely, by the use of the word itself, or by the

fort< (met·zo fof·teh) is the Italian for mod·
bx!, and means that notes so marked are to be
with moderate force.
{CW-teh) is the Italian word for loud or strong,
that notes so marked are to be played with
(for·ti~·see·moe) is the Italian word for
W, and means that notes so marked are to be
with greater force than when only marked forte.

-=======

crescendo sign, thus,
The word crescendo is often abbreviated to cres., or
cresc.
There are, likewise, two ways by which a diminuendo
may be indicated, namely, by the use of the word itself,

=======-

or by the diminuendo sign, thus,
The word diminuendo is often abbreviated to dim.
Illustration 4 shows the usual abbreviated forms of
some of the expression marks mentioned.

WORDS GIVING GENERAL DIRECTIONS

or more fs are often used to indicate great

a. GRADUAL

CHANGE IN TONE VOLUME

(kny-sher'i·doe) is an Italian word meaning
When you Hmake a crescendo,~~ as we use

·

you gradually increase the power of the

1rplay gradually with more force.

(dee-mee·noo-e~·doe) is an Italian word
diminishing.

When you "make a dimin-

Many terms used indicate neither dynamics nor
tempo, but give other instruction with regard to per·
formance. Some of these are:

Cantabile (cahn·tall·bee·leb), in a singing manner.
Espressioo (es•press-ee-vo), with expression.
Legato (leh·gall·toe), in a connected manner.
Legatissimo (leh·gah·ti;·ee•mo), in an extremely con•
nected manner.
Staccato (stah·kall·toe), in a separated, or detached
manner.

Illustration 4
(a) Contrast1 of Loud and Soft Indicated by Expression Matb

1e.

:t:l:C Ii fff{"1

tr:m

(b) Crescendo and Diminuendo Indicated by Expression Marb

J

GJ

zmr;·jr11

TECHNIC

'The Playing C!Apparatus
(This sub}ect is continued from Lc:ssOf\ 12, and is resumed in Lesson 18.)

HAND ACTION
Finger action, or finger movement, in which the fingers
move at the knuckle joint as on a hinge, has been illus·
trated in a previous Lesson. (See Lesson 1, TECHNIC.)
In Hand Action, the fingers and hand are in the fixed
position of a curve, and the movement is from the wrist.
The knuckles must be firm, so that the fingers do not move
Illustration5

, Movement from the Wrist, in Hand Action

at the knuckle joints; the wrist becomes a Ux.e
(See Illustration 5.)

In Illustration 5, the position of the hand on~
board is shown, and its raised position is also~
by dotted lines.
HAND STACCATO

In Hand Staccato playing, the hand must boon!
instantly after the keys have been played. 11i
bound should be so light that there is a semall
though the upward action of the keys were form
hand to bound up.
I
Hand staccato may be practiced with one~
time, using each finger · in turn. The finger
playing must be kept in a steady, unchanging
its own, as though it had no joints. The movia
the hand must be very slow at first, because thellj
and energy must be concentrated on keeping tl!j
from making independent movements of its OW!l

EAR TRAINING
Tonic Sol-Fa
The following directions are for the teacher, and the work is to be conducted at the weekly lesson period.]
[ It may also be conducted at other times by any men1ber of the family who has some knowledge of music.

Play and sing each of the following passages, using the Tonic Sol·Fa syllables.
sing it, using the same syllables.

,~11

IJok

,~l

J

IJok

.~

,,#1 J •

j

IJok /lay Jlfe

j

Soh Jlfe

Sok

life

=1

IJ

j

J Mej

~

j

Solt

Me

IJok

u
IJok

J IJ J

IJok Jlfe

,~111 j

j

j

Ray IJok

After each one, have ti!

j
J JJI

j Jj

.Me IJo/t, Ray IJok Sok .Me Ray J

,~i ~

J

.~

Sok Fak Jlfe

J

I j JJ

IJok Me

Ray DI

,~I I J J j J I ~ J I
Jfe Ray Me
&i
Fak

Sok IJoA
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'Test on Lesson 14
GENERAL THEORY
1. What are Expression Marks?

.... Ans. Signs and words used by composers to indicate the expression of the music.
2. Explain the three general classes of expression marks .

.... Ans.

I.

'Tempo

mar~s,

indicating rates of speed.

2. Dynamic Mar~s, indicating quantities of tone.

3. Words giving general directions for performance.

3. To what does the word Tempo, as used in English, refer?

.... Ans. 'To the rate of speed at which a composition is to be played.
4. Why is the question of tempo a very important one?

.... Ans. Because the whole effect of a composition can be destroyed if it is played too rapidly or too slowly.

5. Name and define six tempo marks frequently used .
•... Ans.

Lento, slowly.
Adagio, very slowly.
3. Andante, rather slowly.
4. Moderate, moderately.
5. Allegro, fast.
6. Presto, very fast.
I.

2.

6. Where are the tempo marks usually found?

.... Ans. Directly above the clef sign and measure signature.
7. What does the word Dynamics include?

•.•• Ans. Degrees and gradations of tone.
8. Name and define three expressions used to indicate soft tones .

.... Ans.

I.

2.
3.

Mezzo piano, moderately soft.
Piano, soft.
Pianissimo, very soft.

9. Name and define three expressions used to indicate loud tones .

... Ans.

Mezzo forte, moderately loud.
Forte, loud.
3. Fortissimo, very loud.
I.

2.

Copyright 1929 b, A.

J. Lz.zwtuvs.
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'Test 011
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GENERAL THEORY- Continued
10. Name and define two expressions used to indicate a gradual change in the power of tone.

Ans.

4 ____

l.
2.

Crescendo, increasing the power.
Diminuendo, decreasing the power.

11. Name and define five expressions giving general directions for performance, other than dynm
tempo.
__ __ An~.

10

1.

Cantabile, in a singing manner.

2.

Espressivo, with expression.

3.

Legato, in a connected manner.
Legatissimo, in an extremely connected manner.
Staccato, in a separated, or detached manner.

4.
5.

*12. Write the letter-names below or above the following notes:
JO ____ Ans.

!''.l. .!..l. !. . . .:.....r.

.lf...... l::........f..........IL... JL .... !\::..

4 J J J

II;

4

*13. Write notes on the leger lines and spaces above and below the bass staff, for the following letta<
10 ____

Ans.
CBGEDA
Below:

z.

-e-

~

a

-C

o

TECHNIC
14. In Hand Action, what is the position of the fingers and hand?
5 _ _ _ _ Ans.

In the fixed position of a curue.

15. Describe the movement in hand action.
5 ____ Ans.

It is from the wrist.

16. What is the action of the hand in Hand Staccato playing?
5 ____ Ans.

It must bound

bac~

instantly after the

~eys

have been played.

EAR TRAINING
17. Tonic Sol-Fa.
100

Total.

Pupil's .Name _____ ____ __ -- - -- - ___ ___ __ . _________ ___ _ --- -- - __

Pupil's Address ______ -----------------

'Teacher's ,Name . ___ ______ __ __ ______ ______ --- - _______ ---- - __ . _
•Queetioni 12 and U give further pnctic:e in a 1ubject pre1t:nted in previoua leeaon1.
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Scales
('Thi$

subject is continued from Lesson 13, and is resumed in Lesson 21.~

So far all the key signatures you have studied have
!harp signatures. You are now to begin the study
rales and their key signatures with flats instead of

I.et us begin with F, and arrange the whole and half
in the same order as in the scale of C. T he Scale
F, thus formed, reads F GA Bi> CD E F.
I the B were not flatted, we should not have the
· half step between the third and fourth degrees.
third scale degree is A, and the fourth must be only
step higher, namely, Bi>. By examining Illustra1, you will see how the Bi> makes the necessary half
between the third and fourth scale degrees, and the

necessary whole step between the fourth and fifth scale
degrees.
SIGNATURE FOR THE SCALE OFF MAJOR

The signature for the scale of F, therefore, is B-flat,
and the family of tones included in the scale of F, are
said to constitute the Key of F. (See Illustration 2.)
Illustration 2

Signature and Scale for the Key of F Major

0

.. - a

0

THE ORDER OF THE FLAT SCALES
nlustratiori 1
The Seate of F Major

In the sharp scales, we have found that every new
scale begins on the fifth degree of the preceding scale;
and that each new scale has an added sharp. In the flat
scales, each new scale begins on the fifth degree below the
keynote of the preceding scale; and each new scale has
an added flat.
T his fact is exemplified in the scale of F, just given.
The scale of F has one more flat than the scale of C, and
its keynote is the fifth below the keynote of the C scale.

&arks of expression
('This subject is ccmtimu:d from Lesson 14, and is resumed in Ltsson 16.)

WORDS USED TO INDICATE GRADUAL
CHANGE IN SPEED

The expression most frequently used to ·
increase in the rate of speed is accelerarnlo.

The expressions most frequently used to indicate a
decrease in the rate of speed, are ra!lentando, ritardando
and ritenuto.

Accelerando (aht-tshel·er•rahr\•doe) is an Italia
meaning a quickening, or hurrying, of spetd.
this expression is used in a composition, it me.am
speed should be gradually increased. It is
abbreviated to accel.

Ra!lentando (rah·len-tahr\·doe) and ritardando (ree·tar•
dahr\·doe) are Italian words, meaning gradually more
slowly.
Ritenuto (ree•ten·ob•toe), is used to denote a holding
back, but without the idea of gradually increasing slow•
ness.

These words are frequently abbreviated as follows:

rail., for ra!lentando
ritard., or rit., for ritardando
riten., for ritenuto

Illustration 3 shows the use of these terms in printed
music.

Other expressions are in use to indicate as
rying of the speed, or an increase in the power
together with the increase of speed. These
are explained when occuring in the compositiooa

A tempo (ah tem·poe) is an Italian expressioo,
in time. The expression a tempo occurs

has been a change in the speed, and indicates
first, or original, rate of speed must be res
instance, if the word ritardando has been used,
composer later desires the slackening of the speed
and the original tempo to be resumed, he ua
pression a tempo. (See Illustration 4.)

Illustration 3

(a) Use of "ritardando"

Illustration 4
Use of "a tempo"

STEINFELDT: Va!se Miniature

(b) Use of "ritenuto"

Or, if the word accelerando has been med,
composer desires the hurrying of the speed to
expression a tempo is used to indicate a
the original rate of speed.
There are many expressions used to qualify
tempo, such as tempo giusto (tem•poe·joOO·toe~
primo (tem·poe pree•moe), which are explained
Lessons.

INTERPRETATION

'Basic clements

mf, f, and ff, and the control of these differences comes
chiefly from the ear-from listening. Music should not
be kept at one degree of loudness very long, as monotony
and lack of interest would result.
A good plan of practice for the control of dynamics is
to play a note on the piano four times softly, then four
times a little more loudly, then four times softly again.
(See Illustration 5.)

D1ustration 5

pitch of a tone is indicated by the position of the
the staff, and the pianist has nothing to do with
· this pitch except to play the key indicated.

other two elements cannot be so positively
and the symbols used to express them have,
to be "interpreted" by the player.
When this can be done, another degree of loudness
may be added, as in Illustration 6.

IUustration 6

die matter of duration, that property, also, of a
a to a great extent subject to the judgment of the
for its exactness.

TONE DURATION
Although time values are quite definitely indicated,
well developed rhythmical sense on the part of the player
is required to bring about their reproduction with
· values in music being indicated by such
u p, mp, f, etc. (see Lesson 14, GENERAL
it is necessary to form a mental idea of the
· and then to listen to the tone produced in
lllmke it correspond with this effect. You must
t of the degree of loudness of your playing
JOU can properly attempt to make it louder or
Yoo must be able to make a difference between

exactness.

For instance, one student who sees four quarter notes
may play them in very even time, but another student,
whose rhythmical sense is not well developed, may unconsciously make them quite uneven. Then again,
though a variation from strict time may occur in the
playing of a student as a fault, it may also occur in the
playing of an artist for deliberate purposes of expression.

PLAYING IN TIME
As found in the GENERAL THEORY section of this
Lesson, modification of the duration of tones, for the
sake of expression, is brought about by the use of such
words as ritardando, accellerando, etc. Before strict
time can be ·modified by such words, however, it is
necessary for the player to be able to keep it strictin other words, to be able to "play in time." Good
control of the duration, or time values, of tones is nec•
essary before we can expect to deliberately modify

such time values and to play faster or slower foc
of expression.
To play in time, or to keep time, it is n
observe precisely the indicated note lengths, gi
measure and its various parts the exact duratioo
called for. The Ear Training exercises in
Dictation, in this Course will have helped to
a rhythmical feeling, and exercises in rhythm
kept up until accurate observation of time
notes becomes habitual.

EAR TRAINING
Rhythmic Dictation

Melodic Dictlllial

The foUowing directions are for the teacher, aDlo tne work i.s to be conducted at tne weekly lesson period.]
[ It may abo be conducted at othtt timet by any member of the family who has some knowledge of music.

RHYTHMIC D1crATION

Play (or tap) the rhythms given below, and have the pupil write them. Give the measure signature, and
aloud while playing. Explain that you will repeat each rhythmic group, but that it is to be written only

l tm fffl Jm

:II

! J Jffl J Jm :II

3

7

'3

,,...9

3

J !m:il

3

: Jmm: ~ I"mFm:11
11

MEworc DrcrATroN

Play the following note groups, and have the pupil write them. Observe that no measure signaturt i
Give the name of the tone on which each group begins. Play each one several times, if necessary, and do not
to the next one until the pupil has had time to write the one played.
a)

~)

o)

d)

1 J J J J J1 II J J1 J1 J J I J J J J J J II J JJ Hj
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"rest on Lesson 15
GENERAL THEORY
I. Why is the fourth tone in the scale of F major flatted?

.... Ans. The third scale degree is A; and the fourth must be only a half step higher
2. On the grand staff below, write the scale of F major, both clefs, indicating the key signature and the
half steps.
·

•••• Ans.

i'

). Compare the order in which the flat scales come, with that of the sharp scales .

•••• Ans. In the sharp scales, each new scale began on the fifth above the preceding, but in the flat scales, each new
scale begins on the fifth below the preceding.
4. Define the following terms:

•••• Ans. (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Ans. Gradual!y more slowly.
Ans. 'The same.
Ans. Holding bac~.
Ans . §luic~ening of speed.

Rallentando.
Ritardando.
Ritenuto.
Accelerando.

5. What is the literal meaning of the Italian expression a tempo?
•••• Ans. In time.
6. What does a tempo indicate when used after such terms as ritardando or accelerando?

.... Ans. A return to the original rate of speed.

'7. Write the notes for the following letter•names, above and below the treble and bass staves .
0 ~ ~"' eh e
~

' :::::: g-

.... Ans.

Above: ~

- o

- -- .;,..

~

D

/

B .])

II

AFCEG

Below:

..,... -8-

=

~

0

TIS·7

Above:

!~·

~ g .£
A

F

D

-'>--

~

~

c

G

E

G

Q

B

I

Below:

7 givea further practice in a subject presented in previous leaaons.

0

E

-

c

B

D

A

0

11

:a-
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'Test on Lesson 15
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INTERPRETATION

i~

8. What does Interpretation, in music, mean?

___ _ Ans. Conveying to the hearer the ideas and moods of the composer.
9. What are the two basic elements of interpretation?

____ Ans. Intensity and Duration.
10. Why is pitch not considered as one of the elements of interpretation?

6 ___ _ Ans. Because the pitch of a tone is indicated by the position of the note on the staff and the pianist has nothing
to do with producing this pitch except to play the ~ey indicated.
11. Give a plan of practice for the control of dynamics.

6 ____ Ans. Play a note on the piano four times softly, then four times a little more loudly, then four times softly again.
12. What must be first mastered, before we attempt to improve expression by making changes in the
indicated time values?

6 ___ _ A ns. 'The player must be able to

~eep

strict time.

13. What should we observe in order to play in time, or keep time?
6 ____ Ans. We should observe precisely the i11dicated note lengths, giving each measure and its various parts the
exact duration or time called for.

EAR TRAINING
14. Rhythmic Dictation.
15. Melodic Dictation.
JOO - - --

Total.

Pupil's .Name ______________________________________ ____. __ __
Pupil's Addn:ss __ __ . __ ------ ___ __ ____ ____ _________ ---- - - -- __

Pupil's Class N..o. _________ ----

Test on Les.son 15-Page 2
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GENERAL THEORY

aileasure
('Thu $ubj«t i.! continued from Usron 11, and is resumed in U:sson 38.)

and as measure with two beats is called duple measure,
six-eight measure is Compound Duple Measure. It is
compound because three notes are combined to form a
compound unit, or beat; and it is duple because there are
two beat units to the measure. (See Illustration 1.)
three notes are grouped together to form
lllit, or beat, and are then equal to a dotted note.
-ce, the dotted quarter note (equal to three
),or the dotted half note (equal to three quarters),

bm the beat.

Measure of this nature, where dotted

farm the chief divisions, is called Compound MeaTbe upper figure of the measure signature will
be a multiple of three, because each dotted note
lbree of the notes indicated by the lower figure.

m

SU·Eight
measure, the upper figure in the
signature is a multiple of three: it is twice three.
are, therefore, two groups in a measure, each
being made up of three eighth notes, or their
t, and the group of three eighth notes, or their
~ forms the unit of measurement.

Illustration 1
Compound Duple Measure

'® ;nm

Beats:

2

1

w. 1.
I

1

2

Counting Six· Eight Measure in 'Two Ways

As there are two groups, or units, in each measure of
music written in six•eight measure, there will be but two
counts in each measure, as a general rule.
It must be mentioned, however, that although the
usual counting for six-eight measure is 1, 2, according to
its duple formation, as in Illustration 2 (a), sometimes six
may be counted. This is when the music is slow, and
the counting of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, helps to preserve a steady
and even rhythm. It is shown in Illustration 2 (b).
The duple character of the measure will still be evident
by making a perceptible accent on count 4, on which
count falls the first eighth note of the second group.

Illustration 2

Six-Eight Measure With Two or Six Counts

a) Counting Two

.

ij

,

ar BJ IJ.j JBJ IJ Ji J I

Quick

St. Patrick s Day

,~H 2 J· IJ. aJjJJ I
I

2

I

2

I

t

2

6) Counting Six

,;owfil] J:
123456

1mi: s ms: 1 ~
t

2

9

4' 5 6

129

456

2

Silent Nigbl

a•.

123

11

45 6

&arks of expression
('This &ubject is continued from Lesson 15, and is resumed iii Lesson 36.)

ACCENTS
In your study of rhythm, you have learned that duple
measure is an arrangement, or grouping, of notes ac..
cented on every other beat, and that triple measure
is a grouping of notes accented on every third beat.
These are natural, or measure, accents.
Accents are always effective in giving character to a
musical passage, and in some cases may require to be
specially marked.
Any note in any position may be specially accented
if the composer so desires; and sometimes the natural
accents are absent, on account of irregular or special ac..
cents, used for some particular form of expression.
SIGNS UsED TO INDICATE SPECIAL AccENTS

If an accent is desired stronger than the natural accent

determined by the measure signature, or, one·
ferent position from the measure accent, certain '
placed above or below the note or notes to be
cially accented. There are several of these sigol.
in most common use are: > or /\ .
When the sign > , or A , is placed above II
a note or a combination of notes, it indicates
notes are to be accented.
There is great variety in the use of accents, as
find in your study of the works of the composen.
times they are merely "special" in the sense rl
more emphatic than usual. T his is the case in
tration 3, below. In syncopation (see Lesson21,
T HEORY) accents are transferred to what are
unaccented beats.

IDustration 3
Special Accents

t:f(hythm
('Tlus mbject

is

continiud from Lenon 7, and is rnurru:d in Lcuon 21.)

IC PATTERNS

dm were no variety in tone lengths, rhythm alone

Taking the rhythm of (a) for example, other melodic
forms might be added, such as

be monotonous. By grouping together tones of
ckntions, some falling on the accents, and others
we obtain what are called Rhythmic Patterns.

4 shows a fundamental rhythm; but no
Pattern, because without variety of tone

Thus we see that in writing music there isIllustration 4

Fundamental Rhythm

First:

The fundamental rhythm (kind of pulsation)

Second: The rhythmic pattern
Third: The melody

tbythm is used in countless melodies. It is the

mall those in four-four measure, which, neverthebave infinite variety in their rhythmic patterns.
aamine a few melodies based on the fundamental
ri Illustration 4. (See Illustration 5.)
Illustration S

and that for each of the classes there may be a great
variety of examples in the succeeding class.
To the simple six-eight rhythm, Beethoven, in his
Seventh Symphony, adds the rhythmic pattern,

~

J_.:__.,l'"n

I

or

i

J j>

rn

Melodies Using the Same Fundamental Rhythm
(•)

with the melodic effect shown in Illustration 6.
Illustration 6

Melody With Marked Rhythmic Pattern

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 7

,,#~rte; 1r10J 1J tElJ IF~ WI
the fundamental rhythm of all these
is the one shown in Illustration 4, the
· patterns are as follows:

It is the frequent repetition of a rhythmic pattern that
makes the characteristic qualities of certain dances and
national airs. For instance, with a fundamental rhythm
of three-four measure, a Mazurka has the rhythmic
pattern

! nJd
rn Dn11
3

and a Polonaise has

4

TECHNIC

Scale °:fingerings
(Thu subject U continutd from l.u&em JJ, ond U ruumal in Wion 22.)
illustration 9

THE F SCALE

We have already had the fingering for the first five
major scales, C, G, D, A and E. Instead of proceeding
further with the sharp scales at this point, we will take
up the fingering of the flat scales, considering first F
major, with one flat.
This is the first scale not using normal fingering. The
left hand is normal, but the right hand cannot now cross
the thumb under on the fourth scale degree, as that is
Bl>. 'The fourth finger comes on Bl>, as it does in al! the
fiat scales.

The fingering of the F scale is shown in Illustration 9.

Fmgering of the F Scale

ll!: ;;~; ::::;I
s

1.

2

1.

(•)

(The figures in parentheses indicate the fingm
final notes.)

EAR TRAINING
Rhythmic Dictation

Melodic Dictation

period.]

The foUowing directions are for the teacher, and the work is to be conducted at the weekly lesson
[ It may also be conducted at other times by any member of the family who has tome knowledge of music.

RHYTHMIC DICTATION

Play (or tap) the rhythms given below, and have the pupil write them. Give the measure signature, ml
aloud while playing. Explain that you will repeat each rhythmic group, but that it i~ to be written only OOll

4
4
M ELODIC DICTATION

Play the following note groups, and have the pupil write them. Observe that no measure signaturu
Give the name of the tone on which each group begins. Play each one several times, if necessary, and do DC(
to the next one until the pupil has had time to write the one played.

SHERWOOD Musrc ScHOOL CouRsEs-PrANO
GRADE PREPARATORY A

'Test on Lesson 16
GENERAL THEORY
1. What is Compound Measure?

_ Ans. Measure in which dotted notes form the chief divisions.
2. Why is the upper figure of any compound measure signature always a multiple of three?

Ans. B~cause each dotted note equals three of the not~s indicated by the lower figure .
3. What is the unit of measurement in ~ measure?

Ans. 'The dotted quarter note.
4. Explain why gmeasure is a Compound Duple Measure .
. Ans. It is compound because three notes are combined to form the compound unit , or beat: and it is duple
because there are two of such beat units to the measure.

S. In what two ways may g measure be counted?
Ans. According to its duple formation, 1, 2, or, when the music is slow, l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

6. How is the duple character of g measure made evident when counting six beats to the measure?

•• Ans. By an accent on count

4, the beginning of the second group of three eighth notes.

7. What is a special accent?
. Am. An accent that is stronger than usual, or in a different position.

8. What effect do accents have upon a musical passage?

• Ans. 'They give it character.
9. Give two signs most commonly used to indicate special accent .

• Ans. >,

ii.

JO. Place bars to correctly divide the following notes into measures. The first note falls on beat one of the
measure.

a ;i ;i;i;
6
8

J .DJJlJ1; ; J. /.D- Jl.D ;. JiJiJi\lk

J Ji Ji J I J Ji )I )I J1 Ji Ji IJ.

11. What is necessary to avoid monotony in Melody?

Ans. Rhythmic regulation_,.hythmic patterns.

Ji .h Ji II Vs

SHERWOOD Music ScHOOL CouRSES-

Teston

PIANO

GENERAL THEORY- Continued
12. How are rhythmic patterns obtained?
Ans.

,,

By grouping together tones of various durations, some failing on the accents and others unac

13. What two rhythmic patterns are found in the following melody?

L

cg j

F'

It j H r

r

IC r

r

IQ J

T 16-13

10 ---

Ans.(aJ@J

J

ll (b)

D J
TECHNIC

14. On the grand staff below, write the scale of F major with both clefs, and indicate the key si
the fingering for both hands.
10 - .

Ans.

..
EAR TRAIN ING
15. Rhythmic Dictation.
16. Melodic Dictation.
100 ___ _

T ot al.
Pupil's }{ante __ ___ ______ --------------------------------- - -Pupil's Address _______ ____ -----------_ - -- -- _--- -- ---- ----- - --

Pupil's Class No. ____________ _
Teacher's Nanie __ ____ --- ___ _--- -- ---- -- - --- ------ ------ ------
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FoRM AND ANALYSIS ' INTERPRETATION ' EAR TRAINING

FORM

AND ANALYSIS

Periods, Phrases and Sections
('ThiJ subjea i1 mumtd in Lason 19)

abiowledge of the laws of any branch of human
oc instance, painting, sculpture, architecture
tends to increase our interest and pleasure
IJhject, so an understanding of the rules under
music is constructed makes our enjoyment of
m:b more complete.

Form may be de.fined, in general, as the structure, plan,
or design, upon which a composer builds his ideas.

a composer wishes to express himself in
imguage, or to convey certain musical impressions,
understand all the laws of what may be termed
·recture of Music. The composer adheres, in
lo patterns which have become standardized
iars of development. Form and coherence are
imparted to the music, and give it clearness and
. These elements are present in all good
)Ult as they are in sculpture, painting, archimd literature.

THE PHRASE

'The p-rincipal unit in musical form is the Period,
which may be subdivided into Phrases and Sections.

We shall first consider some of the characteristics of
the Phrase, a very definite and important part in the build'
ing of any composition. (See Illustration 1.)
The term, phrase, was used in Lesson 8, GENERAL
THEORY, to indicate a short musical idea, of indefinite
length. In musical form, it is used in a different senseto denote a division of the music consisting of a certain
number of measures.

mumation 1

Four-Measure Phraset
--~-----------,r-Phrase

From Schumann's Album for the Young
--------------

0

8

Music, like literature, must have balance, order and
punctuation. Just as there are sentences containing
clauses and phrases in 'literature, so music is made up of
sentences, or periods, and their subordinate parts.
'The phrase, in the great majority of cases, is a division
of music covering four measures, at the end of which, there
is usually some slight chec~ to the flow of the melody.
This may be caused either by a longer note, a rest, or by
the use of chords which give the hearer a sense of conclusion. The last is found 'i n Iilustratipn 1, ending the
first phrase in measure 4.

A first phrase, of whatever length, is generally
followed by another similar phrase, which may be
either a repetition of the first, with or without alterations,
or a completion of the idea already introduced by the
first phrase, serving as a kind of answer to it.
The second phrase in Illustration 1 forms a nicely
balanced "answer" to the first phrase, and ends on the
keynote, G.

THE PERIOD OR SENTENCE
Two such phrases comprise what is known as a
Period, or Sentence, usually eight measures in length.
The first phrase is called the Antecedent, or Fore-

Phrase, and the second, the Consequent or
(See Illustration 2.)
Obviously, if composers always adhered to
manner of writing, great monotony would result
in order to produce variety, this simple and
is often modified.

In literature, some ideas require more
syllables for expression than others; so, in
posers may expand or contract the phrase ml
according to the needs of the musical idea
Of such expansions and contractions, we
examples in our later work.
The phrase may begin on any beat of the
accented or unaccented. (See Lesson II,
THEORY.) It frequently ends in a key related lo
which the piece is written. (See Lesson 12,
THEORY.) The following example illustrates lial
points. (See Illustration 2.)
The first phrase begins on the third beat
measure, and closes with the second beat of !he
measure. It also ends in a related key (G);
second phrase, or the completed sentence, ex
ends in the key of C, in which the illustratioo

Illustration 2

Phr.es Beginning With Hall Measures, Fore-Pbra9e Ending in a Related Ke1

SCHUMANN'

F~

3

r~-Phrase

5

Op.68,No.s~Li«~

JOO play over this "Little Piece" by Schumann, you
that each four·measure phrase seems to be broken
two smaller parts. In other words, the melody
lopause slightly at the end of every two measures.
two1neasure subdivisions of the phrase are called
That they are distinct divisions of the piece is
by the phrasing marks, or slurs. (See Lesson 8
THEORY.)

figure is a small group of successive notes that
addinite musical idea. It may be compared to
in language, just as the single note in music may
to a single letter of the alphabet. The end
Illustration 3

Fipes Separated by a Rest

lgure is often indicated by a longer note, or by a
the note, both of which appear in Illustration 3.

The combination of several figures to make up larger
divisions is shown in Illustration 4.
Observe that the three•note figure makes up a large
part of this period of eight measures. It occurs five times
in the fore-phrase.
Examples without number might be given, illustrat•
ing the importance of the figure in musical literature.
Perhaps one of the most notable examples is the four•
note figure which forms the basis of the first movement
of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony:

This figure is used continually, throughout the entire
movement, appearing in different keys with astonishing
variety.
A characteristic figure like the above is also called a
Motive, although this term is often applied to a characteristic passage including more than one figure. The whole
of Illustration 3, for instance, might constitute a motive,
if used frequently in its entirety.

Illustration 4

Eight-Measure Period With Two Four-Measure Phrases Containing Figures

SCHUMANN: The Wild Rider
Fore-Phrase

I Figure

I Figure I

I Figure

AI

A

i
Phrase

A

A

"I

INTERPRETATION
~hythmical
To play rhythmically, we must feel the flow of the
music, with its grouping of beats, and its strong and weak
pulses. Naturally, care must be taken in observing,
accurately, the various time-values and the rhythmic
patterns. There must, however, be a deeper consciousness of the "swing" of the music.
Students frequently play without feeling this swing,

'Playing
or succession of grouped accents, showing the
cultivating a better rhythmical sense.
Slow practice, with the measure accents well
and a definite contrast between the primary :uxl
ary accents, will develop the sense of rhythm.
Counting aloud is a great help in locating tbe
more distinctly. This, however, is only to be
early practice.

EAR TRAINING
Rhythmic Dictation

Transposing

Tonic Sol-Fa

TRANSPOSING

(This work is to be done at home, and the teacher will give short tests upon it at the lesson period.)

You will at once recognize the fragmentary melody below. After playing it several times, one hand
pose it to the keys of G, D, and A. Listen carefully, because your ear must be your guide in making

The following directions are for the teacher, and the work is to be conducted at the weekly lesson period.
[ It may also be conducted at other times by any member of the family who has some knowledge of music.

I

RHYTHMIC DICTATION

Play (or tap) the rhythms given below, and have the pupil write them. Give the measure signature,
aloud while playing. Explain that you will repeat each rhythmic group, but that it is to be written only

2
TONIC SOL-FA

Play and sing each of the following melodic passages, using the Tonic Sol-Fa syllables.
pupil sing it, using the same syllables.

,~Hit 1 J

r r· ~ Ij

J J JI

Doh /lay JJ[e Ray Doh Te Lah Soh

Soh Lah Te Doh

Lah

Te Doh

Te

INTERPRETATION

CJ{hythmical 'Playing
To play rhythmically, we must feel the flow of the
music, with its grouping of beats, and its strong and weak
pulses. Naturally, care must be taken in observing,
accurately, the various time•values and the rhythmic
patterns. There must, however, be a deeper conscious•
ness of the "swing" of the music.
Students frequently play without feeling this swing,

or succession of grouped accents, showing the
cultivating a better rhythmical sense.
Slow practice, with the measure accents wdl
and a definite contrast between the primary allll
ary accents, will develop the sense of rhythm.
Counting aloud is a great help in locating the
more distinctly. This, however, is only to be
early practice.

EAR TRAINING
Rh')lthmic Dictation

Transposing

Tonic Sol-Fi

TRANSPOSING

'i

(This work U to be done at home, and the teacher will give abort

upon it at the leaon period.)

teltf

You will at once recognize the fragmentary melody below. After playing it several times, one hand
pose it to the keys of G, D, and A. Listen carefully, because your ear must be your guide in making

J. ] IJ JJ I r

period.]

The following directions are for the teacher, and the worlc i. to be conducted at the weekly lesson
[ It m;iy also be conducted at other times by any member of the family who has aome knowledge of mUlic.
RHYTHMIC D1CTATION

Play (or tap) the rhythms given below, and have the pupil write them. Give the measure signature,
aloud while playing. Explain that you will repeat each rhythmic group, but that it is to be written only

!

J fffl

2

:II

ToN1cSovPA

Play and sing each of the following melodic passages, using the Tonic Sol·Fa syllables.
pupil sing it, using the same syllables.

f Matti J r r· ~ IJ J J J I
IJoh Ray Me Ray J)oh Te Lah Soh

fM11tt i J j
Soh

Fah

IJ Ji J1

j

Soh Lah Te IJoh

Lah

Te IJoh

Te
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'Test on Lesson 17
FORM AND ANALYSIS
What benefit is derived from an understanding of the rules under which music 1s constructed?
Ans. It ma~es the enjoyment of music much more complete.
l. What is a general definition of Form, in music?
. Ans. 'The structure, plan, or design, upon which a composer builds his ideas.
l. What is the principal unit in musical form?

Ans. 'The period.
4. What is the meaning of the term, phrase, in musical form?

Ans. It denotes a definite subdiuisi011 of the period.

5. How long is a phrase, generally?
.. An.s. Four measures.
6. How many four-measure phrases comprise a period, or sentence?

.. Ans. 'Two .

7. What are these two phrases called?
Ans. 'The first phrase is called the antecedent, or fore-phrase, and the second the consequent, or after-phrase.

8. What are the two-measure subdivisions of a phrase called?
Ans. Sections.

9. What is a figure?
An.s. A small group of successive notes form mg a recognizable mus1cal idea.

10. What is a motive?
.. Ans. A characteristic figure, or group of figures.
'11. Divide the following examples into measures by means of bars:
... Ans.

t-J·

\J .h.hJ /J J 1J J 1.h.h.h.hJ

Tl7•11

i .b .h

J 1J

.h .h j.h .h J ,J J I Ji Jl.h .h )J-f
1

§ .b ,h. )J .h .h.

~

.h

)I. )J J

.h /J· _l))lJ

II p~u further practice in a aubj«.t preaented in previous Le&aons.
(',...PYl''ilu 19!9 !., A. J. L1.u1ELLY,... 1.,.,,.,.,,1 ,.nJ / n!f1""h<1n"J Cip,,igl.1 &.:~· .. !
Allnc-'u..-~f""""""'"'',..•"'d'"""'""'"'l11of1"1"'1duon
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INTERPRETATION

~~ ~~

12. What is meant by playing rhythmically?
10

____

Playing in a way that shows recognition of the flow of the music, with its grouping of pu
and wea~.

Ans.

13. How can the sense of rhythm be developed?
10 ____ Ans.

By slow practice, with the measure accents well mar~ed, and a definite contrast between tht
secondary accents.

EAR TRAINJNG
14. Transposing.
15. Rhythmic Dictation.

16. Tonic Sol-Fa.
100

____

Total.
Pupil's }l{ame ___ _
Pupil's Address __ _
Pupil's Class

N.o. __

'Teacher's N.arne

Test on Lesson 17- Page 2
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TRAINING

GENERAL THEORY

CZl{otation
(ThiJ subject is continued from Lmon 13, and is ruumW in Les.son 23.)

1. As a legato sign or slur, when it is placed over or
under a series of notes to be played in a legato or con·
nected manner. (See Lesson 8, GENERAL THEORY.)

alight degree of staccato referred to in Lesson 8,
is called Mezzo Staccato (Italian for half·
which means that the notes are only very little

mm Non Legato is sometimes used for this kind
(See also Lesson 87,

TECHNIC.)

2. As a tie, when it connects notes having the same
pitch, as for instance, G and another G, or B# and C.
(See Lesson 8, GENERAL THEORY.)
3. As a phrasing mark, to indicate a motive (figure),
or phrase. (See Lesson 8, GENERAL THEORY.) In simple
music, the phrasing mark may include structural units in
the form of the piece, as in Lesson 17, FORM AND
ANALYSIS.

4. As a mezzo staccato sign, when it is combined with
dots over or under the notes. (See lllustration 1.)

5. With an italic numeral to indicate a triplet or other
special group of notes. (See Lesson 10, GENERAL THEORY.)
Dlustration 1

I JJJ JJ
·~

YOF USFS OF THE CURVED LINE
have learned that a curved line, thus ,,.--...,
ina variety of ways in music. Let us now sum up

THE ARPEGGIO
The word Arpeggio is derived from the Italian word

arpa, meaning harp, and its corresponding verb, arpeg•
giare, meaning to play on the harp.
Arpeggio is the term used to indicate that the tones of
a chord are to be sounded consecutively, one after the
other in rapid succession, in a manner common to the

harp. All the tones are sustained until the time·value of
the chord thus played has expired.

THE ARPEGGIO SIGN

The sign of the arpeggio is a waved line placed at the
left of the chord. (See Illustration 2.)
Illustration 2
The Arpeggio Sign

An arpeggio, or "arpeggiated passage," may
tended beyond the range of one octave, just as
may be extended. In this case, the notes of the
are repeated over and over again in successive
and regular notation is used. An extended
called a Grand Arpeggio. (See Illustration 5.)
Illustration 5

Grand Arpeggio

8va·········"'1

When the waved line extends from the lowest to the
highest note of a chord written on the grand staff, all
of the notes are to be played in succession, beginning with
the lowest. (See Illustration 3.)
Illustration 3
The Arpeggio Sign on the Grand Staff

Written

Played

'JJJ ~ aFf crff1
BROKEN CHORDS
Another manner in which the notes of a ~
played one at a time, instead of simultaneo~usy,i
used in the Broken Chord. The slight dis · ·
tween a broken chord and an arpeggio is, that
secutive notes of a chord are played in regular
sion in the case of the arpeggio as in !llustratioo
but may be played in either regular or irregular
sion in a broken chord, as shown in Illustration 6
Illustration 6
Two Forms of the Broken Chord

If there is a separate waved line for each chord on the
staff, the lowest note of the chord on the bass staff is
to be played together with the lowest note of the chord
on the treble staff. (See Illustration 4.)
Illustration 4
A Separate Arpeggio Sign for Each Sta1f

ALBERTI BASS
The note pattern in Illustration 6 (b), has had
teresting history. It is said to have been inventedil
by Alberti, a Venetian amateur musician. It Wll
called arpeggio. This manner of breaking up a
into parts is called Alberti Bass when played
left hand, and has been much used as a simpk
paniment for melodies.

TECHNIC

'Ihe 'Playing C!Apparatus
('This subject is continued from Lesson 14, and is ruumtd in Lcs$0!1 22.)

NOTE PLAYING
playing double notes, listen carefully to see that
ii not sounded after the other.
~· must play both keys at exactly the same
They should be lifted to approximately the same
ID preparation for playing. (See n :ustration 7.)

BROKEN•CHORD PLAYING
For broken chords, the hand is formed, or prepared,
for the whole chord, just the same as if all the notes of
the chord were to be played at once. It is then placed
over the keys, and the notes of the chord played one
after the other. (See Illustration 9.)
Dlustration 9

nlustration 7

First and Third Fingers Playing
J111a Secood and Fourth Raised Ready to Play

~
~

Broken Chords

5

~i

~1252§
1353;

f

hJJJJll(lJ J•Jll(,)

g11
S5S

When playing an ascending or descending series of
broken chords, the arm and hand must move freely in the
direction of the playing, as explained in Lesson 11,
TECHNIC, under Advancing Arm Movement. (See Illus•
tration 10.)
lllustration 10

playing, you must listen for all the tones of
to see that they are sounded at the same
In order to bring this about, it is best to prepare
pmition before the fingers reach the keys. The
· are to play are slightly extended, while
· are not to play are lifted higher so as to avoid
with the keys. (See Illustration 8.)
n!ustr.1tion S

Bw, Third and Filth Fmgers Prepared for Playing;
Second and Fourth Fuigen Raised

Broken Chord!! with Advancing Arm Movement

ARPEGGIO PLAYING
Where the chord is extended over several octaves, in
the form of a grand arpeggio (see Illustration 5 in the
GENERAL THEORY section of this Lesson) the thumb falls
on the same note in each octave. It passes under the
fingers, or the fingers pass over the thumb, as in scale•
playing. For instance, in playing the arpeggio shown in
Illustration 5, the thumb will play the first note, G, and
will fall on the subsequent G's in the arpeggio.

Legato and Staccato
('Thu subject U continl'td from Lawn JO.)

In Lesson 8, TECHNic, it was explained that there
may be different degrees of staccato, according to the
extent to which the tones are shortened. The character
of the composition is the best guide as to what degree of
staccato is appropriate. . Fast and brilliant passages
may require a very short staccato, whereas only a slight
detachment of the tones from each other may be effective
in slower passages of a song-like nature.
MEZZO STACCATO
We have learned in this Lesson, GENERAL THEORY,
that a slight degree of staccato is indicated by a slur
over the staccato dots and that this is called Mezzo
Staccato. Mezzo staccato is used in song-like passages

requiring some of the nature of legato.
tones are separated or detached, they must still be
to "sing."
You know that, in staccato, the key must be
to come up quickly, after it is played; and
causes the sound to cease abruptly, making a
connected tone. In mezzo staccato it is not
to cut off the tone too suddenly, and, conseq
key must not be released so quickly. The wrilt
raised until it pulls the finger from the key,
passage is too rapid for hand action. The slight
tion of the tones should then be made by the lift
fingers.

EAR TRAINING
Transposing

Supplying Alberti Bass for Melody

T RANSPGSrNG
(This worlc U to be done at home, and the teachu will give short tests upon it at the lenon period.)

1. Play the broken chord, or arpeggio, below, several times, going rather slowly from one note to the
that the ear may retain an impression of the sounds. Take each part of the chord- first the lowest pair of
the middle pair, then the highest pair-and play the two notes alternately, several times. Finally,
broken chord to every key from middle C to the octave above, namely, C, Cjl, D, El>, etc. Break each chcrd
enough to hear each tone separately, and ask yourself: Does this sound exactly like the original?

2. Play the following Alberti Bass, beginning also on other notes than C. Observe that the first two,
groups are alike. There are only two different groups of notes for the ear to become acquainted with: the
group, and the B-G-D-G group. Play just these two groups slowly and repeatedly until the ear has absorbed
thoroughly that it will discern instantly and without effort any errors that may occur in transposing the Ill"¥

si:1
SUPPLYING ALBERTI

CW dff ld!J CftJ :I

BASS FOR MEwov

Supply an Alberti Bass for the following melody, writing the exercise at home, and bringing it to the leso
for correction and suggestions.

~r -

a r rf 1r··rr,,..r-··,,..
1 r rt 1rrv1
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'Test on Lesson 18
GENERAL THEORY
I. What is the meaning of mezzo staccato?

Ans. Half-staccato, the notes so

mar~ed

to be only slightly disconnected.

2. What is the mezzo staccato sign?

Ans. Dots placed over or under notes, with a curved line over or under the dots.

3. When does a curved line indicate legato?
Am. When placed over or under a series of notes to be played in a connected manner.

4. When is a curved line a phrasing mark?
Ans. When used to indicate a motive or group of notes conveying an independent musical idea.

S. What is added to a curved line to indicate a triplet?
• Ans. An italic 3.

6. What is added to the curved line to indicate mezzo staccato?
An.s. Dots ovtr or under the notes.

7. What 1s the meaning of the term Arpeggio?
Ans. It md1cates that the tones of a chord are to be sounded consecutively, one after the other, just as

011

a

harp, instead of being played together.

8. What " the sign of the arpeggio?
Ans. A waved line placed at the left of the chord.

9. How are arpeggios played
(a) when the waved line extends from the lowest Ans. All of the notes are to be played in succession,
to the highest note of a chord written on the
beginning with the lowest.
grand staff?
(b) when there is a separate waved line for the Ans. 'The lowest note of the chord on the bass
chord in each of the treble and bass staves?
staff is to be played together with the
lowest 1wte of the chord 011 the treble staff.
10. What is the distinction between the playing of an arpeggio and the playing of a broken chord?

Ans. In the arpeggio the notes are played in regular succession, while in the

bro~en

chord they may be played

m either regular or inegular succession.

ll. When, and by whom, was the playing of broken chords as simple accompaniments first used?

Ans.

In 17 30, by Alberti, a Venetian amateur musician.

12. What is this form of accompaniment called?
Ans. Alberti Bass.

SHERWOOD MUSIC SCHOOL COURSES-
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PIANO

TECHNIC
13. For what must we listen
(a) when playing double notes?

Ans. We must listen carefu!!y to see that one toneu
before the other.

(b) in chord playing?

Ans.

We must listen for all the tones of the chordro111
are sounded at the same instant.

8

____ 14. What is the finger action in preparation for

(a) double note playing?

Ans. The fingers for both ~eys should be lifted at ap
the same height.

(b) chord playing?

Ans. The fingers which are to play are slightly
those which are not to play are lifted h1glia
avoid contact with the ~eys.

15. What is the preparation for playing broken chords?
6

____ Ans.

The hand is formed for the whole chord as if all the notes of the chord were to be played at Old.

16. What is the action of the arm and hand when playing an ascending or descending series of
6 __ __ Ans. They must move freely in the direction of the playing.

17. When is hand action desirable in playing mezzo staccato?
5 • __ Ans.

When the tone is not to be cut off too suddenly.

EAR TRAINING
18. Transposing.
19. Supplying Alberti Bass for melody.
JOO ____ Total.
Pupil's }{a.me _______ __ ---- ---- ------- --- ---- ----Pupil's Address_ ____________ __ _________ ____

Pupil's Class }{o. __
'Teacher's }{ame __

Test on Lesson 18- Page 2
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FoRM AND ANALYSIS , INTERPRETATION , EAR TRAINING

FORM

AND

ANALYSIS

'Periods, 'Phrases and Sections
('Thu subject iJ continued from Leuon 17, and iJ 'Tt.sumed in Us..1on 26.)

Laaoo 17, FoRM AND ANALYSIS, you learned what
by "form" in music. The period, phrase, and
were explained and illustrated. We are now
III study further applications of these units of

ANALYSIS

When we examine the details of the form of a composition, we call this, Analysis. We shall now analyze the

"Humming Song" by Robert Schumann.
tion L)

(See Illustra·

Illustration I
A c.Omposition Divided Into Periods, Phrases and Sections

SCHUMANN, Op.68,No . .s"Humming Song"

I Pu1onl
Phrase
Section

,,

Section

2

3

Section

-===-=
6

7

4======~

PER.tOD
Phrase

3

Section

l

18

Phrase

Section

.21

Section

.2.2

You will notice that a definite ending, or "cadence," is
reached in measure 8. There is scarcely any perceptible
pause at the end of measure 4, but measure 5, being like
measure 1, suggests the beginning of the second phrase.
The half notes in measures 2 and 6 form momentary
checks in the flow of the melody, and divide the phrases

.23

into equal parts, that is, into two•measure
The two phrases, each four measures long,
thus subdivided into two~measure sections,

plete sentence, or period.
Measures 9· 16, in the same way,
period of similar formation.

ccnsti~

will observe that this second period is written
ky of G. (Notice the Fjl-) The melody is the
dat which appears in the first period, with the

<i one note in measure 14.
17·24 form a third complete period, pracalql<!ition of the first. It is subdivided into two
phrases, and the first four-measure phrase

contains the same two sections as before. The final
phrase has the additional note in the melody, like
measure 14. This makes the four measures continuous,
and the division into sections less noticeable.
The whole composition, then, includes three periods,
each eight measures in length, with perfectly regular
phrases and sections.

INTERPRETATION

'The Pedals
(This subject is munu:d in Lmon 28.)

IDdem piano bas three pedals. That at the right
~ Pedal; that
• 11 "Soft," Pedal;

at the left the Una Corda,
and that in the center, the
oc occasionally some other pedal. This last
rerently added of the pedals. (See IllustraIllustration 2

The Thrte Pedals of the Piano

THE UNA CORDA, SHIFT OR SOFT PEDAL

In the grand piano, the Una Corda Pedal shifts the
entire keyboard and action, so that the hammers strike
only two of the strings which are tuned to the same pitch,
for each key, instead of all three. It formerly caused the
hammers to strike only one string; hence the name una
corda (one string), and this term is still used in printed
music, to indicate the employment of this pedal. Its
discontinuance is directed by the words tre corde (three
strings), indicating that the keyboard and hammers are
to shift back to their normal position.
In the upright piano, the soft pedal is not a shift pedal,
but the una corda sign means soft pedal in any case.

PEDAL

The mechanism of the upright piano softens and reduces the sound, when the soft pedal is used, in one of
two ways. It either introduces a felt muffler between
the hammers and the strings, or brings the hammers forward so that the stroke is shortened, or lessened.
The soft pedal need not be used by the student in his
early work.
THE SOSTENUTO PEDAL

use of this pedal, very often noticeable with

oc careless players, is shown by the continuthe sound of many tones that should have

dws producing a confused and muddled effect.

Modern grand pianos have, in recent years, been supplied with a middle pedal, called the Sostenuto, or Sustaining, Pedal. It is able to sustain the tone of any key or
group of keys played, without holding off the other
dampers, as does the damper pedal. On some pianos,
especially uprights, the middle pedal may not be a
sostenuto pedal, but one with some other effect.
The uses of the pedals are explained more fully in later
Lessons.

EAR TRAINING
Toaic

Rhythmic Dictation

Adding to a GiYen Part, a Melody or a Bass
ADDING TO A GIVEN PART, A MELODY OR A BASS.

(Exercises 1 and 2, below, are to be worked out at home. Flt'St work them out to your satisfaction
at the keyboard; then write them down, and bring them to the lesson period for the teacher'• commcnrs.)

1. Supply a melody for the following left-hand (bass) part.

2. Supply a left-hand (bass) part for the following melody.

period.]

The foUowi.ng direction1 are for the teacher, and the work iJ to be conducted at the weekly le.son
[ It may also be conducted at other times by any member of the family who has some knowledge of music.
RHYTHMIC DICTATION

Play (or tap) the rhythms given below, and have the pupil write them. Give the measure signature, and
aloud while playing. Explain that you will repeat each rhythmic group, but that it ie to be written only <m

·11

4

4

f 0 0 0 .11

3
4

Tome Soc-FA
Play and sing each of the following melodic passages, using the Tonic Sol-Fa syllables.
pupil sing it, using the same syllables.

$&"I J J J

IJ J

r

Ale Fah Soll

.Lah Te

Doh

'W' i r I F r I r Ird

II

Ale

$'11 ; J J J J I J J IJ J I CJ
Doh Me Soll Me Sok Me

Ray Ale

Doh

Doh

Ray

Ale

1Jo4

I
Soll Doh Te Doh

Soll Me

l/lrl
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'Test on Lesson 19
FORM AND ANALYSIS
1. What is meant by Analysis?
. An.s. The examination of the details of the form of a composition.

2. How many periods are to be found in lllustration 1 of this Lesson?
Ans. Three periods, each eight measures in length.
). Which two periods are practically the same?
An.s. The first and the third.

4. In what way is the second period

o) dilferent from the other periods? Ans. It is written in the ~ey of G.
(b) the same as the other periods?
Ans. It has the same melody.
5. How many phrases in each period?
.An.s.

Two.

6. How many sections in each phrase?

Am. Two.

7. Which phrases are continuous, without the division into sections being observable?
An.s. The fourth and Sixth phrases.

INTERPRET A TJON
8. How many pedals has the modern piano?

Am. Three.
9. Name and locate each pedal.

An.s.

1.

2.
J.

Damper pedal at the right.
Una Corda pedal at the left.
Sostenuto pedal in the center.

10. How does the damper pedal operate?
An.s. It rams all the dampers off the strings at once, and holds them off, so that the strings may continue
to sound.
U. What is a wrong use of this pedal?

Aiu. Continuing the sound of tones that should have stopped, thus producing a confused and muddled effect.

SHERwooo Musrc ScHOOL CouRsEs- PrANO

Teston

INTERPRETATION- Continued
12. How did the una corda pedal get its name?
4 ____ Ans.

It formerly caused the hammers to stri~e only one string, and una corda means "one strifi

13. What is the meaning of the term, tre corde?
'I

____

Ans. A direction to discontinue the use of the una corda pedal.
EAR TRAINING

5 ____ 14.

Adding to a given part, a Melody or a Bass.

15. Rhythmic Dictation.

16. Tonic Sol-Fa.
100

Total.
Pupil's Name _____________ ·---Pupil's AddTess _____ _
Pupil's Class No . _ _
TeacheT's Name

Test on Lesson 19--Page 2
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<;Jrade 'l{f!'l'iew
It is very important that the elementary and fundamental instruction given in this
Grade be thoroughly mastered, in order that satisfactory progress may be made with
the next Grade.
Therefore, the teacher should now select from this Grade such subjects as can be
re-studied by the pupil with especial profit, and direct him to review these subjects.
The Reference Chart on the two following/ages, giving a synopsis of the subjects
treated in Lessons 1 to 19, inclusive, will be foun useful in outlining this review.
For instance, suppose that the Scale Fingerings have not been thoroughly mastered.
The pupil knows that Scale Fingerings are treated in the 'Technic section of the Lessons.
Therefore, he looks in the Chart, under the head of 'Technic, and finds that Scale Fingerings are treated in Lessons 9, 13 and 16, which he proceeds to review.
Suppose a review is desirable on the Marks of Expression. He remembers that

Marks of Expression are explained in the General 'Theory division of the Lessons. Reference to the General 'Theory division on the Chart shows that Lessons 14, 15 and 16 contain the instruction on Marks of Expression; and it is then easy to make the review.

If the pupil's rhythmic sense needs strengthening, let him, in the same way, review
the Rhythmic Dictation exercises from the Ear 'Training section of Lessons 7, 8, 9, 11,
12, 15, 16, 17 and 19.
If he has shown that he cannot readily reproduce at the keyboard melodies that he
hears, he should review the Melodic Dictation exercises found in the Ear 'Training
section of Lessons 6, 10, 11, 13, 15 and 16.
If the basic principles of Form and Analysis are not quite clear to the pupil, direct
him to a re-reading of the form and Analysis division of Lessons 17 and 19.
If it should be the fundamental elements of Interpretation that he has failed to
assimilate, he should review the instruction given in the Interpretation section of Lesson 15.

If he has any difficulty in making simple transpositions, he may work over again the
transposition exercises in the Ear 'Training section of Lessons 12, 17 and 18.
Other .subjects may be reviewed in a similar manner, preparatory t o having the
pupil write the answers to the Grade Test accompanying this Lesson, which should be
done in the presence of the teacher, if possible.
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Lines)

Intervals

C and G
Major)

(Music
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Names of
Keys)
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Rests,

Measure

Bars)

(Simple)

Notation
(Tie, Slur,
Dot)

lines and
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Relation of

Fifths, Octaves)
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to

Notation
<Notes,

Keyboard

Tonic Sol -Fa
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Chords
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The Playing

The Playing

The Playing

The Playing

The Playing
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Apparatus

Apparatus
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i
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~

<.J
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Control)
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~

~
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REFERENCE CHART
GIVING A SYNOPSIS OF THE SUBJECTS IN LESSONS l TO 19 INCLUSIVE
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Dictation
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Dictation
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Dictation
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Grade 'Test Accompanying Lesson 20
GENERAL THEORY
1. 'L l) What is the cause of the difference between musical sounds and unmusical sounds?
Musical sounds are the result of regular vibrations, while unmusical sounds are the result of fr,

Ans.

regular vibrations .

2. (L. 2) Where are the half-steps on the "'.bite keys?

An.s.

E to F and B to C.

J. (L. 3) Write the proper syllable names under the notes in the following examples:

An.s.

f

>1

P p

I

r Ji J

J J IJ J

J J1 I J II

m.., Slib....f.<!l:i. ....ll .L... l\..~ .. !.\o.b..i.L.S.Q,. ....1\a~ ...SA .......kli ...1. ...... Jlc.k.....

®&t J1 ~ p ~ s P ~ p I J ~ J Ji I
.~t...fa>.l...5m.. .\\.h...l.Ah..1c.Jl1h.... ~.b. .....~~cYAh. .. i¥~..

I
mt . SJoh............

(Ls. 4, 5, t:l) On the grand staff below, write whole notes, spelling the word, FACE, in five positions
as follows:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Below the bass staff;
On the bass staff;
In the middle position (using middle Cline);
On the treble staff;
AbOve the treble staff (beginning on the fifth line;.

All!.

F
A C E

;

F

A C E

A C E

(L. 8) Write the three notes of one kind necessary to equal the time value of the following dotted
notes:

An.s.

II

I l. I J J II J I J J

SHERWOOD Music SCHOOL CouRSEs-
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GENERAL THEORY- Continued
6. (Ls. 6, 8, 10) Complete each of the following measures by filling in the proper rests:
GTZ0-6

~'~B~J~1~J~J~;~IJ~J~~IJ§.t§l!jlil~j~ij~I~l~j$1~j~Jl~7~Ij~\J~

- -- - Ans.

7. (Ls. 7, 11) Write the proper measure signatures and indicate the counts for the following e
8 ____ Ans.

@; ,;JIJ

r Ir· J IJ J.JIJ 11i51#; J 11J1J D11 [ 1111

.. JY. .........l.. .. ?... ....• .L.7'........L. ..:&........I.....

... 2-... Ji.. Q....!.?. ...~. ...l.b

o....l.l.

~IJHJIJj.lj 11,q J1J.JQJ 1J.un IJJrr-+43
...k ...!.......&.......J. ...?....... l......

8.
6

. ... ..!1:.. .1..?:>.... .?. ..1.... .Ll\..... 1 ..'f. ..... ~ ...&.. 2. .. t/:... ..Ck?!. ..

(L. 8) Explain the difference between the tie and the slur and give two original examples of each.

____ Ans.

The tie is a curved line which binds two notes of the same pitch, while the slur connects 1.. •
. notes of different pitch.
orw·•

t\\M'!i e.ine~f - ~ v.»w •~ · poss'1bl«

'E:i;lp;, ~ 1!r II 'fi II

€

§\

9. (Ls. 9, 12, 15) Write the key signatures on both staffs for the following keynotes:

4

____ Ans.

10. (L. 12) How do we find the keynote when the signature consists of sharps?
4 ____ Ans.

4

____

The ~eynote is the note directly above the last sharp.

11. (L.14) (a) Explain the difference between dynamic Ans. Dynamic marks indicate quantities
marks and tempo marks.
while tempo mar~s ind\Cate 1
speed.

(b) Give two examples of each, with name Ans. Dynamics : Piano, meaning soft; and
meaning loud. Tempo: Lento,
and meaning.
slowly; and Allegro, meaningj
Grade Test, Lesson 20--Page 2
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GENERAL THEORY- Continued
12. (Ls. 14, 15) Define the following musical terms used .as marks of expression:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Crescendo.
Diminuendo.
Rallentando.
Accelerando.
A tempo.

Ans.
Ans.
Ans.
Ans.
Ans.

Increasing.
Diminishing.

Gradually more slowly.
A quic~ening of speed.
In time.

13. (L.16) What is the chief difference between simple measure and compound measure?

In simple measure, a plain note is the unit of measurement, while in compound measure, a dotted
note forms the unit of measurement.

. Ans.

H. (Ls. 7, 16) What kind of measures are represented by the following signatures?
(a) ~ Ans. Simple 'Triple.

(b) ~

Ans.

Compound Duple.

(c) :

Ans. Simple ~druple.

15. (L.16) Write two different rhythmic patterns for each of the following measure signatures:

.. Ans.

'ji .J

\"i\""~

C•"l'~ e.<-t "' "~Y.e ~~

5

po~s\~\ e

Ih O' tn

t

ff t

FORM AND ANALYSIS
16. (L.17)Give the meaning of the following terms as applied to musical form:
(a) The Phrase.

Ans. A division of music, generally four measures long.
Ans. A combination of two phrases.
Ans. A subdivision of a phrase, generally two measures long.
Ans. A small group of suq:essive notes that conveys a definite musical
idea.

(b) The Period.
(c) The Section.
(d) The Figure.

TECHNIC
1). (L. 1) What is necessary in order to form the proper arch of the hand?

.. Ans.

All joints should be bent to form a curve, with the

l{nuc~les

slightly raised.

18. (L. l) Indicate the motion (whether parallel or contrary) of the following examples:

-

.• Ans.
A

GTZO·IS~
II

--

:

-

_...
. ..f.~-

-

.._<~~

..~lll~.:.t.,>...

-

- ...

II

19. (L.12) In hand position, with rounded hand and hollowed palm, upon what part of the playing apparatus
does the weight of the arm fall?

_Ans.

Upon the firmly arched ~nuc~les and upon the supporting fingers.
Grade Test, Lesson 2(}-Page l
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TECHNIC--Continued
20. (L. 14) What is the difference in movement between finger action and hand action?
3 ____

In finger action, the movement is at the ~nuc~le joint; in hand action, the movement isfromd

Ans.

21. (Ls. 13, 16) On the staffs below, write, in whole notes, the scales of A, E and F; draw thekey1
for each scale, mark the placement of the 4th finger, both hands, and indicate thee
by a mark, x.

,.. . .

Z'

~

6

----

Ami

If'O

e ., . . . .,

a-

11 ~-4'

~

,.,

I}

~

GT20-~I

n

Xe-.>L-!£

22. (Ls. 8, 18) Mark the measures below as follows:
., y.
1st measure to be played legato. 2nd measure to be played staccato.
played mezzo-staccato.

3rd

lll'3IU

GTZ0·22~, ,,•'•,. ~

~&ji

6 ---- Ans.

d

AllJ'1J

Q 1111$ DI!

INTERPRETATION
23. (L. 19) Give the purpose and action of the damper pedal.
2 ____
JOO

____

Ans.

It is used to sustain tones by raising and holding a!l the dampers off the strings.

Total.

Report of Pupil's Technical Work
I hereby certify that this pupil has studied not less
than 75 per cent of the keyboard material accompanying Grade Preparatory A, with the following result:
Exercises, average grade ______ ________________ _

Pupil's Name ____________ _________ __ -------- _____ -------_ .

Pupil's Address.-------------- -- ---- ------- ------------

Studies (incl. Polyphony). average grade ________ _

Pieces {incl. Sonatas), averagegrade _____________ _

Pupil's Class N..o. _____________ _

General Average ____________ _
____ per cent of the Pieces have been memorized.
('The minimu.m should Ix 50 per cent)

TO THE TEAQ-IER: Please fill in your name and address below. Tw. I
Paper will be returned to that address in one of our special mailiDa: 11111

Date

Teacher's N..ame----- --------------------------------------------- ---Teacher's
Account Number

(Please fill in)

Street Address _____________________________________________________________ _
City and State ___ - - - - - - - -- - ------------------ ----
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